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WILMER. CUTLER _ PICKER1NG

1666 K STREE% N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. E. 20006

MEMORANDUM FOR MAR.LANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMMISSION

Explanation of Agreement To Establish
A Self-Governing Con_onwealth of the Mariana

Islands in Political Union with the
United States of America

It is the purpose of this memorandum to set forth

an explanation of the various sections of the May 1974 draft

of the Con_Lonwealth Agreement, entitled "Agreement to Estab-

I fish a Self-Governing Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands

in Political Union with the United States of America." In

so doing, differences between _he present draft of the Common-.

wealth Agreement and the draft provided by the United _tates

in December 1973, entitled "Covenant Establishing a Political

Union Between the Northern Mariana Islands and the United

States of _erica," will be explained to the extent those

differences are substantive and not merely stylistic.

Preliminary Questions

Format :

The format of the present draft of the Common-

wealth Agreement differs from that of the U.S. draft. The

present draft sets out the provisions of the Commonwealth

Agreement as an integral whole, while the U.S. draft is

separated into ten Titles setting forth the general principles

of the Covenant and eight Articles which implement the policies

spelled out by the Titles of the Covenant.
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We believe that it is more desirable to draft

the provisions of an agreement as one integral whole.

.First, the U.S. draft provides for the signatures of

the representative of the Mariana Islands District and

the representative of the United States at the end of the

Title section of the Covenant. As drafted, the U.S.

version is open to the interpretation that the provisions

of the Articles are less important than the Titles setting

out the general policies. Such an interpretation would

not be in accord with what we believe to be the wishes

of the Commission. Further_ separating an agreement

into Titles and Articles necessitates double drafting of

/ many provisions and raises the possibility that inadver-

tant conflicts could be drafted into the agreement,

again causing problems of interpretation. Finally, we

are not sure whether the U.S. intends to have Congress

approve both the Titles and the Articles. We believe,

however, that unlike the U.S. Covenant, the Commonwealth

Agreement could be adopted by Congress in basically the

same form as signed.

Although the intent of the United States in its

drafting may have been to provide a short section like the

Titles which could be used for purposes of political

education prior to the plebiscite, that alm can be achieved

r
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f

through the distribution of independent summaries of the

agreement drafted separately from the agreemint by the

parties or by the Joint Commission on Transition.

Title of Status Agreement:

i. Use of term "agreement" as opposed to "covenant"

The present draft changes the name of the agreement

from the U.S. version of "Covenant Establishing a Political

Union Between the Northern Mariana Islands and the United

States of America" to "Agreement to Establish a Self-

Governing Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands in Political

Union with the United States of America." The present

draft, in shortened form, refers to the agreement as the

( "Commonwealth Agreement" while the U.S. draft uses the

shortened form of "Covenant". The term "covenant" is

similar in meaning to the term "compact" used in Public •

Law 600, applicable to Puerto RicoF 48 U.S.C. _ 731b (1970).

The use of the term in that instance has been construed as

having substantive bearing on the relationship between the

United States and Puerto Rico. We believe that it is better

to use the simple term, "agreement", and spell out in the

provisions of that Agreement the exact substantive intent

of the parties. .

%,
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' 2. Name of political entitz.

?;hile the United States referred to the Marianas

" the present draft usedas "The Northern Mariana Islands,

. the reference "the Mariana Islands." It is our understand-

ing that the reference to "the Mariana Islands" is the

preference'of the •people of the Marianas, who historically

have referred only to the northernmost islands in the

Marianas a:_chipelago as "the northern Mariana Islandso"

The name of the political entity to be established by this

)
agreement should clearly be a choice• Of the representatives

. of the pecple of the Marianas, since a name has much symbolic

significance.

3. Use of term "Self=Governing Commonwealth _' i_t
_i '_ Title of Agreement.

While the title of the U.S. draft used the phrase

"establish a political union" the present draft uses the

ff _)phrase e.'tablish a self-governing Commonwealth in Political

Union with the United States." Since the idea of self-

government is as important to the people of the Marianas

as the concept of politicalunion with the United States,

.we believe that both concepts should be included within

the title of this document.

%

0
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Discussion of Preamble

Whereas Clauses:

The sense of the background and purpose of the

agreement expressed in the Whereas clauses seems much the

¢

same in both the U.S. draft and the present draft. The

present draft, however, does have a stronger emphasis on

the idea that the United States derives Itsauthority over

the Mariana Islands District from the Trusteeship Agreement

entered into by it with the Security Council of the United

Nations. The present draft starts with reference to the

fact that the Mariana Islands District is administered

pursuant to the United Nations Trusteeship Agreement.

Although this differs from the beginning clause of the U.S.
t/

draft, the language of this clause is taken largely from

Article I, Section I01 of the U.S. draft. We believe that

providing this as the first clause properly sets forth

the derivation of U.S° authority over the Mariana Islands

District.

The second whereas clause of the present draft,

which expresses the same idea as the second clause of the

U.S. draft, defines the rights of the Marianas people

which a:ce derived from the Trusteeship Agreement. However,

while the U.S. draft provides that the people of the Mariana

Islands are free to express their wishes for self-government

D_ */ U.S. starts a recognizingThe draft with clause and
l

supportin_ th_ des _.... _ _ ..... _ _-_ _-_ __ _o
•. exercise their inalienable rJ.ght of self-determinatio_

, 4 1.175
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or independence, the present draft makes clear that the

freedom to express the wish for self-government or indepen-

dence is "guaranteed" to the people of the Marianas under

the Charter of the United Nations and the Trusteeship

Agreement. The purpose of this language is to indicate

that the relationship between the United States and the

Marianas is based on the consent given by a people with

the sove_eign right to determine their own political

future, not merely on the beneficence of the United States.

In accord with this idea, the present draft adds

to the fifth whereas clause a reference to the "sovereign

right" of self-determination, as well as the "inalienable
._/

right" referred to in the U oS. draft° Also, it adds iL

the sixth whereas clause the idea that the people of the

Marianas and the United States share the value of govern-

ment by consent.

In the third whereas clause, the present draft

has struck the language of the U.S. draft referring to the

desire of the people of the Mariana Islands District "to

attain the benefits inherent" in political union with the

United States. As now drafted this clause merely refers

*/ The Joint Communique issued December 19, 1973 referred
i_ Paragraph I.A. (I) to the fact that approval of the
Status Agreement by the people of the Marianas would
constitute a "sovereign act of self-determination."

4C1.176
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to the desire Of the people for political union, a union

which presumably provides benefits to both the people of
,_/

the Mariana Islands and the people of the United States.

When the Provisions of the Agreement Become Effective.

The final paragraph of the Preamble of the present

draft provides that the Agreement shall become effective

as set forth in the Agreement after approval by the people

of the Marianas and by Congress. As drafted, all provisions

of the Agreement would become effective before the termina-

tion of the Trusteeship Agreement except for Title III

granting U.S. citizenship or nationality and Section 203

establishing a political union under the "sovereignty" of

the United States. This means, in essence_ that the Common-

wealth Government would be established prior to termination°

The U.S. draft, on the other hand, would not make

any of Article I (providing for a self-governing COhesion-

wealth, mutual consent for change of the fundamental pro-

visions, and citizenship) effective prior to termination°

Nor would Article IV, covering the applicability of'U.S.

law and the judicial system, Article V, containing revenue

_/ The fifth and sixth whereas clauses of the present
draft spell out in more detail than the U.So draft the
authority by which the Marianas Political Status Commission
and the United States Ambassador enter into this agree-

mento It is not expected that the further detail will
cause problems.

4C1.177
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(
and taxation provisions, and significant portions of Article

VI dealing with financial aid from the United States be

made effective prior to termination. The U.S. draft specifi-

cally leaves open the question of what provisions of Article
0

VII, covering the question of property made available to the
i

United States, should become effective prior to termination.

Thus, only those provisions covering the constitutional

convention and the Constitution itself, and some of the

provisions providing for financial assistance would become

effective under the U.S° draft before termination. Therefore,

under the terms of the U.S. draft, the Conm_onwealth Govern-
*/

ment would not come into being until termination.--

As explained further in the "Memorandum Concerning

Self-Government and a Binding Agreement Prior to Termination

of the Trusteeship Agreement," we believe that a self-

governing Conunonwealth under the provisions of the Common-

wealth Agreement as drafted could come into effect prior

to termination of the U.No Trusteeship Agreement without

in any way violating the obligations of the United States

" under that Agreement. Article 6, paragraph (1) of the Trusteeship

Agreement provides that it is the obligation of the United

*/ Article VIII, Section 801 of the U.S. draft provides
t--hat the President of the United States will have the power
to make effective at an earlier date so much of the remainder
of the Covenant and so much of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth "as he deems consistent with the continuation
of the Trusteeship." Thus, the U.S. itself has suggested
that it is possible to make more of the provisions allowing

no good reason for leaving this question to the discr,_'-{on
• .... _ .)m.x_ ..... o

40 !.178
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States to "foster the development of such political

institutions as are suited to the trust territory"and to

"promote the development of the inhabitants of the trust

territory toward self-government or independence." Common-

wealth status prior to termination would be a proper means

of carrying out this obligation_ Article 5 of the Trustee-

ship Agreement imposes on the United States the obligation

of ensuring that the trust territory plays its part in

maintaining international peace and security. Since under

the Co1_onwealth Agreement the United States retains com-

plete control over the international relations and defense

of the Co.ntmonwealth, th_s obligation can continue to be

met. To vest full soverelgnty over the Marianas in the

United States prior to termination, however, would go

against the well-established principle that an administering

authority is not sovereign in a trust territory° Moreover,

i since until termination there remains the possibility that
the Marianas and the United States would mutually agree to

a different status in order to satisfy UoN. requirementsr

we also do not believe it would be appropriate for the Title

on citizenship to apply prior to termination.

Binding Nature of the Agreement Prior to Termination of
the United Nations Trusteeship Agreement.

The final paragraph of the Preamble in the present

draft, which sets forth when the agreement shall become

D ,
t
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binding, differs significantly from the U.So draft° It

provides that the Commonwealth Agreement will become

mutually binding according to its terms after it is approved

by a resolution of the Mariana Islands District Legislature,

accepted by the people of the Mariana Islands District in

a plebiscite, and enacted into law by the Congress of the

United States.

The U.S. draft, in contrast, provides that the

agreement entered into between the Marianas and the U.S°

would be binding only after termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement. The U.S. language states that after termination

of the Trusteeship Agreement, "[ra]odification of the fund-

amental provisions of the Covenant listed in Article Y m._y

be made only by mutual consent of the Commonwealth and the

United States."

Support for the conclusion that this agreement can

be made mutually binding prior tO the termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement without violating the Trusteeship

Agreement is also found in the "Memorandum Concerning Self_

Government and a Binding Agreement Prior to Termination of

the Trusteeship Agreement." In essence, that memorandum

concludes that prior to termination a mutually binding

agreement is a matter of internal administration between

the Marianas and the United States and is not prohibited by

%
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the Trusteeship Agreement. To the •extent that the Common-

wealth Agreement would be binding after termination, this

.procedure accords with the ordinary practice of allowing

the people of a trust territory to exercise their right

of self-determination prior to the dissolution of the °

trusteeship by the United Nations. The act of self-

determination is in effect binding on the administering

authority.

Approval by Congress:

While the United States draft provides that this

agreement shall be approved bythe United States "in

accordance with its constitutional processes" the present

'\ /
L draft provides that the agreement shall be "enacted inho

law in accordance with theconstitutional processes of the

United States." The use of the phrase "constitutional

processes" without any reference to "law" does not provide

sufficient assurance that this agreement would be approved

by Congress, the procedure necessary to ensure a binding

agreement.

As phrased, the present draft is intended to

provide Congress with the option of approving the agreement

by means of either a joint resolution or an act of Congress_
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A Joint resolution of Congress is approved in essentially

the same manner as an act of Congress. Since both have the

same force and effect of law, we zecommend leaving open the

issue of _hich method of approval would be used. With this

approach whichever method appears more advantageous at the

time the Con_onwealth A_reement is before Congress can be

utilized.

O
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Discussion of Title I -- Definitions

Title I sets out a preliminary list of relevant

definitions for the Commonwealth Agreement and is basically

self-explanatory. Included in the list of definitions are

,i "

"Trusteeship Agreement, "Mariana Islands District,

"Mariana Political Status Commission," "Common?Jealth Agree-

ment," and "Commonwealth."

!
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,. .. .

"i] '. , . '.,..Discussion of Title II --PoTitical " '

.... Relatlons,_a._s - :', : '

' .2 •[

. Section 20].: -...

, , Subsection 201(a), providing that the"Commonwealth
i&

Agreement will govern the relations between the people

of. the present Mariana _slands District and"the United
0 .

States, is essentially in accord with Article -'re •Section

". e '

d.a_t,i02 of the United States _ _ and also embodies the idea

)' expressed in .the conclusion of the U oSo preamble _ that

the agreement "defines the future relationship" between
t

• the United States and the Marianas.

' , While the UoSo draft is silent_ Section 201(b)

(i) of the present d_aft_ _.._'_'_,-_ _o.a_ insofa_ as _.__..Co;r_on-

wealth Agreeme,'%t shall affect the relations between the

people of the Mariana Islands District and the United

• 6

States prior to termination of the Trusteeship Agreement,

such provisions are not intended to affect the duties and .

obligations owed by the United States to the United Nations

,and to the people of the Mariana Islands District under the

Trusteeship Agreement, but tobe consistent with those

duties and obligations° This provision has been added to

ensure that the United Nations understands that while the

Commonwealth Agreemen_ _s intended to provide .the Narianase

with self-go.ve!rnment, it is not .intendedto alter the relationship

•b_twee_, the ,:United.States .and. the .United .Nations .under the

Agreement. ' ,

40.1S4
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Section 202:

Section 202 provides that the Mariana Islands

District shall become a self-governing commonwealth, to be

known as "The Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands° " This

expresses the identical idea of the UoS° draft found in

Title I and Article I, Section i01° The U.So draft, how_

ever, would not provide for this Commonwealth status prior to

termination of the U.N. Trusteeship Agreement. As explained

above, we do not believethat the Trusteeship Agreement is

a bar 'to tlhe.establishment of self_government in the Marianas.

Section 203:

Section 203 provides hhat after terrdination of

\
the Trusteeship Agreement, the Commonwealth of the Mariana

Islands shall achieve political union with the United States

and the United States shall have sovereignty in the Common-

wealth in accordance with the terms of the Commonwealth

Agreement. This Section basically corresponds with the

preamble of the U.S. draft and Article I, Section I01 of

that draft. The preamble of the U.S. draft, rather than

using the phrase "in political union" uses the language

"within the _uerican political system." Nonetheless, the

title of the U.S. draft is "Covenant Establishing a Poli-

tical Union . . ." so the term "political union" should

\

40 .185
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not be objectionable. While either phrase would probably

be acceptablep "political union" has favorable overtones

of a joining together by mutual consent.

Both the U.S. draft and the present draft reserve

the application of the provision on sovereignty and poli_

tical union until after the term_nat_on of the Trusteeship

Agreement. As explained above r the application of U oSo

soverei,lnty, prior to termination_ would qo contrary to

precedent indicatinq that sovereignty over a trust

territory does not rest in the administerinq authority°

Se:ctio/ 204_ : "-". _. _ ..... .....

Section 204 brings to@ether_ in one secti<,n, _ll

provisions which describe the character of the Cons _'_ °_-"

which will govern the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands.

Subsection (a) provides that the Constitution will be

popula:.'ly approved° This expresses basically the same

idea as Title II of the U.S. draft. Subsection (a) further

provides that the people of the Com_nonwealth shall retain

the right to initiate and approve constitutional a_nendments

accordinq to procedures provided for in the Constitution.

This provision corresponds with Article II_ Section 205 of

the U.S. drafto

Subsection (b) sets out the minimum requirements

for the Comm,onwealth Constit_tiono Those provisions include



?

a republican form of government with separate executive,

legislative, and judicial branches, a bill of rights , a

popularly elected chief executive and legislature. As

drafted, Section 204(b) incorporates all of the require-

ments found in Title II and Article !II, Section 301 of the
t

U.S. draft. The requirements for the Commonwealth Constitu=

tion are more extensive than those laid down by Congress

for the Puerto Rican Constitution. In that case, Congress

provided only that the Constitution should provide for a

republican form of government and include a bill of rights.

48 UoS.C. _ 731c (1970)o Nonetheless, the addition of the

separation of powers and popular election of the chief

executive and of the legislature do not seem to impose un-

I/
wanted burdens on the future Commonwealth government.

Subsection (b) further provides that all provisions

of the Constitution must be consistent with the Commonwealth

Agreement and with those provisions of the United States

Constitution and federal laws applicable in the Commonwealth.

While the language in Subsection (b) parallels the language

used in Title II of the U.S. draft_ it is used in a somewhat

different context. Title II of the U.S. draft provides that

the Commonwealth will govern itself pursuant to the Consti-

tutiont the Commonwealth Agreement, and applicable provisions

*/. To the extent that a popularly elected legislature
encompasses the constitutional doctrine of one-manp one-vote_
Subsection 208(b)(2), allowing the legislature to be selected
witl]0ut regard to populat'_n, should remedy that potent"_\
prob].. ,

40 .1S7
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IC.>" o_ theUnited states constitution and .federal lawo The.
i

-present draft_ in contrast, makes clear, that the Co_on_
.
'. wealth Government will derive its authority from the Constitution,

but that the authority shall be exercised in Conformity with

the Agreement and applicable provisions of the Constitution

and federal 'lawso _ This ,approach conforms with 'the Con _
[ ',

gressional scheme for Puerto Rico° Public Law 600 for

Puerto Rico states that "the people of P(uerto Rico 'may

organize a government pursuant to a .constitution of their

'own adopt'ion" (48 UoSoC_ _ 731b (1970))q and that Congress

should approve that.constitution if it is in conformity

with the Public I,aw g00r the Federal Relations Actt and the

(...., Constitution of the United States° 48 UoSoCo _ 731d (1970)o

Subsection (c) provides that the United States

shall have no authority to review or disapprove the original

Constitution except as provided in Section 1202(c) of the Co_on_
e

" wealth Agreement° iThis conforms with Article II_ Section 203

of the U.S_ draft. .' .

_/ Note that Puerto Rico was not ex_ressly required to
adopt a constitution which conformed to applicable federal
laws. The fact that the present draft of the Commonwealth
Agreement irLcludes such languaqe does not represent a sub-
stantive difference from the Puerto Rico situation, however,

-since there the Federal Relations Act provided that "the
statutory laws of the United States not locally inapplicable
. o o shall have the same force and effect in Puerto Rico as
_,, _ T_-,_a .q_ates " 48 UoS C § 734 (1970)

4C.. _.1SS
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,-_ , Subsection (c) provides further that theUnited

States shall have no authority to review and disapprove any

amendments to the Constitution. It also provides 'that.

federal courts ,_'s"hall be competent to ,

determine whetheramendments to the. Constitution of the

Commonwealth, are consistent with the Commonwealth Agreement

e , 0and with applicable p_ovlsaons of the United States Consti _

tu'tion or of applicable federal lawo This provision basically

corresponds with .Title X and Article.If, .Section 205 of .the UoSo/

'draft. Although Title X of that draft merely states that

amendments would have to be consistent with "the United States

Constitution and other federal law" without limiting the

Constitution or laws to those made applicable by the Commonwealth

C ) Agree;_ente section 205 of the UoSo 'draft states that the)

• .. must be conE istent with "relevant" 'provisions thereof. Thus_

the limitation in the present draft to "applicable pr0visions'!

• -" is most likely consistent with u_s. intent°

"':.." '1 ,.', ' :.... J . . . ',

_'.; '.I'.. ":...,.,_ _"": _ i '" " , ' _';' {':',' , ,i'. :

:,,. :..,,-,,_.. :! ,'i_,, -.j . _ ,.. ,' ......... ,' ', ". i. ._.!, " • _.

", ,'.. ., ."..'..., ";, "', _:,;,,, .',: :,; ,'. ', , ' . -. ..._. :,.. _'.,

,J

i
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[ Section 205:

Subsection 205(a) provides'that the authority of

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands shall extend to all

matters of local concern and shall be exercised in a manner

which is no-z inconsistent with the Commonwealth Agreement

or with provisions of the United States Constitution or

federal laws applicable in the Commonwealth° This section

essentially encompasses Sections 302, 304, and 305 of

Article III of the U.S° draft which define the executive,

legislative, and judicial powers of the Con_monwealtho In

defining the legislative power in Section 304 of the UoS_

draft, the language used is "all subjects of local appi:ca-

tion" rathe:c than "all matters of local conuerns0" Since
the phrase "all subjects of local application" is used in

the Guam Code, 48 UoSoC. _ 1423a (1970), it was our concern

that the judicial interpretations for the Guam Act would be

automatically applied in the Commonwealth. We prefer to

use a different phrase which, while similar_ has a better

opportunity to be interpreted independently of the Guam

provision.

Subsection 205(b) provides that the Commonwealth

AgreementF together with the provisions of the United States
O

Constitution, treaties of the United States, and federal

laws applicable in the Conunonwea!th of the Mariana IslandsF

shill be the supreme law of the Commonwealth and the courts

401_.190
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<i> of the Commonwealth shall be bound thereby, anything in
,l

' the Constitution or laws of the Coranonwe'alth to the con-

trary notwithstanding° _ This is essentially the equivalent _

' of the .suPremacy clause found :.n Article vI, cl0.2 of the

United States Constitution, which the U oS. draft made

' applicable ih the Commonwealth by Article IV_ Section 401o

Section 2061:

' Section 206, like Title V of the UoS. draft,

provides that _the United States shall have full responsi _

bility for and authority in conducting foreign affairs

affecting _-he ComT_onwealth and providing for the defense

of the islands and territorial waters constituting the

<i> co  onwo
Section 20'7:

Subsection (a) of section 207 of the present draft

defines the legislative authority of the United States in

the Common'_ealth. Essentially, Subsection 207(a) provides

that the United States will• have the same legislative ••

authority in t}%e Commonwealth that it has in a State, except

•that legislation which the United States could not n_ake

applicable in a State may be made applicable _ithin the

Col_monwealth if it is justified by compelling national

interest _ _ •
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The Commission has taken the position that the

limitation on United States legislative power with respect

to the Marianas which is obtained by making certain provisions

of the Con_,_onwealth Agreement immune fnom alternation without

the mutual consent of the parties_ is alone an insufficient

protection of the ri¢3ht of local self_governmento_ The

provisions which will be subject to mutual consent probably

will limit U.S° legislative power only with respect to

certain areas of federal law (eoeop citizenship or

immi9_atio._) or will gua_'_antee local control over a specific

legislative area (eogo0 iocal internal revenue laws)_ or

will provide only the most general protections for the

Marianas (e_g_t the provision ;chat the Marianas will

become a self-governing Con_nlonwealth)o The application of

4=3=2 except as so limited would leave the Marianas without

adequate _,_uarantees of local self-9"ove_nment_ for Congress

would be able to enact strictly local legislation for the

Marianas=._and even to annul otherwise legitimate acts of

the future Marianas Government=-unless a specific provisio_

subject to mutual consent were involvodo

Moreover_ it seems clear that no signi..icant

interest of the United States in the Marianas would be invaded

if the Commonwealth Agreement provides that the power of

D Congress under 4-3-2 is limited as the Commission has suggest,-_d

L" :Zing United States "'::ho._cityin the Marianas to t"

4019
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authority which the federal _ove_m_ent exercises with respect

to the 50 States fully p_otects the federal or national

interests of the United States° It is certainly wholly consistent

with the principle that the United States has sovereignty in

the Marianas. And it is consistent with the agreement the

Commission has already made that 4-.3-2 will apply under the

new political statU'So Congress could exercise authority under

4-3-2, but this authority would not be plenary; rather, it would

be restricted, to legiaimate areas of federal or national

interest, as it is in the several States°

At tho last round of negotiations, howeve._._p the

• . ," .. . - • . . . . -. •

Uni'ted States"Deleg'ation ffesp6ided tha_d the use "of hhe

"statehoud n:odel," as the Conunission had suggested; was

unacceptable "not due to any legal shortcomings in the

proposal," hut rather to difficulties which were "political

in nature." This political problem was sun_marized by the

United States as follows: "Implementation of the statehood_

model proposal would amount to creating a status for the

Marianas which is materially different than that enjoyed

by any other United States territory or commonwealth° The

United States cannot agree to restrict the power of Congress

vis-a-vis the Marianas to any appreciably greater extent

than it is willing to limit that authority vis-a-vis all

other United States dependencies°", The United States
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stressed its accord with the desire of the Commission for

assurances that Congress would not interfere in local

affairs. The United States _ position was that the history

of congressional forebearance with respect to other
J

territories, together with the agreement with respect to

mutual consent, provided practical and political assurances

*/
which should be satisfactory to the Commission°

The United States proposed in its draft Covenant

that it be granted the power to "enact legislation

effective within the Commonwealth with the exception

that the fundamental provisions of this Covenant . o 0 may

be modified only with the consent of the Government of the

Northern Mariana Islands .... " Article I_ Section 102;

see also Title VIo The only assurances that local self-

government would be protected are found in the provisions

I that the UoS. will exercise its legislative powers "with

strict regard for the preservation of internal self-

government in the" Commonwealth, Title VI_ and that

'I[i]n the exercise of its powers the United States will

be guided by its traditional respect for local self-

government. " Article I,,Section 102o

%

e/ Summary of United &tates' Informal Remarks on Marianas
Political Status Commission Paper on Limitations on Federal

i Authority (Dec° ii, 1973) o
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Soction 207 permits the United Statos

to oxc'.rcJ.zjoin the Commonwealth of 't_he 'Mar:L.an_ I_lands the

same legislative authority which the United States can

exercise within the several States, and permits the United

States to exercise additional authority under 4-3-2 only

if the legislation speci_ically provides that it will be

effective within the Marianas, and if there is a compelling

national interest in the application of the legislation
%

within the Comntonwealtho The "except as otherwise provided"

clause is a reference to those provisions of the ConmLon-

wealth Ac'reement which fix the manner in which certain

fede_o.1 laws apply to the Marianas subject to the mutual

consent of the parties_ and to provisions of the Agreement

making applicable portions of the UoSo Constitution° The

Section, then, withdraws somewhat from the position the

Commission previously took, for it contemplates that the

D United States could exercise in the Marianas powers which

it cannot exercise in a State° But it does so in a way

which assures that these additional powers can be exercised

only with congressional forethought and in highly unusual

situations°
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The term "compelling interest" is one which is well-

known to the constitutional law of the United States° The

courts apply this test to State or federal laws t challenged on

due process or equal protection 9roundsr which distinguish
e

between persons on the basis of certain suspect classif_cat!ons

(e._., race) or which infringe on a fundamental _-i.ght of an

J_ndividual (e_l_o, certain rights to engage in the political

process)° The: test is a rigorous one° The word "national" in

the compellincy interest test indicates that the federal govern=

ment's interest must grow out of its role as the central

government of the United States_ and not simply out of its

relation._hip to the territories under 4-3-2° For exa_ple_

it is in%ended that thi_ test would p__event the Congress from

passing a law nullifying an appropriation of local funds by

the Com_.onwealth Government to a partic'alar educational institution;

for a certaix_ local educational purpose° The United States has

no such power with respect to a StateF though it has this power

with respect to Guam and the Virgin Islands° In sum_ where

•the interest is "national" and where it is "compe_l'-c".in__ the

federal _overn_ent under Section 207(a) could exercise in the

Marianas a power it could not exercise in a State; but not

oth erwi se o
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Subsection (b) of Section 207 lists those provisions

of the Commonwealth Agreement which are mutually binding and

which cannot be altered or impaired without the consent Of

both the United States and the Commonwealth° The U oSo draft

in Article I_ Section 102 also provides for such a lists

although the U oSo di°aft does not identify the provisions to be

subject to mutual consent_ Section 207(b) [_akes the following

provisions subject to mutual consent: Title II (political

relationship) ; Title Ill (citizenship); Title VI (taxatio_q and

customs) ; Title VIii(other laws_ i_ig_ation and, ma_iti_e);

Section 803 (phase II financial assistance)_ Title IX (land)
• . ". .. • •

Section_ ll01 (non-voting delegate), 1203 (establishment _f "ch_

Cc_onwealtb), and 1205 (effectiveness) ° Thi_ list _.ppears to

be the ntinimum necessary to protect the interests of the

people of the Marianas in securing a new political sta,tUSo

Subsection 207(c) provides the procedures whereby

the United States and the Con_nonwealth can give their mutual

consent for modification of the Commonwealth Agreement. No

similar procedures are found in the U o$0 draft° The United

States must give such consent by the enactment of law pro-

viding for approval or providing for the delegation of approval

to an official of the United States. Consent by the Common_

wealth shall be given by the Legislature or if the Legislature

so provides r by the people of the Common%.;ealth in a referen-

dum where a majority of the votes cast favor consent°
l
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Section 208_

Section 208 deals with the applicability of the United

States Constitution within the Commonwealth° It provides that

certain provisions of the U.So Constitution will be applicable

within the Marianas so as to impose the same sorts of limitations _

on the exercise of governmental power by the federal government

or by the Co_monwea-cn Governh%ent in the Marianas as are i_posed

by the UoSo Constitution on the exercise of governmental power

by the fedez°al government or by a State government_ _espectively_

within a State of the Union°

This approach is simiiar t_ the treatment of

Guam and the Virgin Islands° By legislation passed in 1968_

Congress extended to those territories "to the extent that

they have net been previously extended" certain provisions

of the U.So Constitution_ and provided that these provisions

"shall have %he same force and effect there as in the
,_/

United States or in any State of the United States°"

48 UoSoCoAo _1421b(u) (Guam)_ §1561 (V.Io) (Supp. 1974) o

*/ The prow_sions which were extended are basically those
{$hich the U oSo draft Covenant proposes to extend to the

Marianas: AL_ticle I, Section 9, clauses 2 and 3; Article IV_

Section i, and Section 2, clause i; the first nine Amendments;

the 13th Amendment; the second sentence of Section 1 of the

14th Amendment; and the 15th and 19th Amendments° By special

provision in the Virgin Islands legislation, an information,
rather than an indictment, is permitted for offenses which

were prosecuted by information before the legislation was

adopted, unless local law requires an indictment° 48 UoSoCoAo

_1561 (Suppo 1974).
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This approach is also similar to the one taken by the United

States in the draft Covenant_ Section 401 of that Covenant

provides t/_at ;'[t]he following provisions of and aY_endments to

the Constitution of the United States shall apply within the

Northern Mariana Islands as though they were a State of the

Union .... " Section 402 of that Covenant makes special

provision for the application of the State privileges and

5.[_unities clause (Article IVp Section 2_ Clause i)_o

The main difference between Section 208 and the UoS_

draft is that Section 208 is designed to make very clea_'_rthat the

Con_nonwealth Government is to be considered as a State governmentp

and not as an arm of the federal government_ for purposes

of the applicable provisions of the U oSo Constitution°

%'hough at least one case has held thaL the legislation

extending to Guam certain provisions of the UoSo Constitution

does have the effect of treating the territorial govern-

ment as a State government (and therefore not requiring

the Guamanian Government to proceed by indictment where the

federal government would be required so to proceed), Guam

v. Inqlett, 4.17 F.2d 123, 124-25 (9th Ciro 1969) _ we believe

that Section 208 as drafted will avoid all potential con_usxon

on this point° Another difference is that Section 208 contains

_, f,a separate subsection for specific mo¢_l lcatlons of the applicable

portions of the UoSo Constitution° The UoSo draft Covenant ties

its modification to a specific provision of the Constitution°
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For ex_,_plet Section 402 of the Covenant provides that n_thin_'

in the privile%_es and i_,unities clause shall prohibit land

alienation restraints based on Marianan ancestry° Since other

applicable pz_ovisions of the Constitution might prohibit such

restr&ints_ fo_ example the equal p_otection clause_ it seems

safen to make a general exception_ as is done in Section 208(b)

of the draft Co_onwealth Agree_ento
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Section 208(a) makes applicable in the Co_nonweal%h

the following provisions of the U.S. Constitution: Article

I_ Section 9, Clauses 2 (prohibiting suspension of habeas

corpus) and 3 (prohibiting bills of attainde_ and ex post

facto laws); Article IV_ Section 1 (full faith and credit)

and $ectio_ 2_ Clause 1 (State privileges and immunities);

Amendments I through IX (Bill of Rights) _ 2hmendme_t XIII

(prohibiti:%g slavery) ; Amendme_t XIV, Section l, Sentence 2

(due process and equal protection with respect to the States);
P

Amendments XV_ XIX and XXVI (pzohibiting the UoSo or a State

from denying anyone the __ght to vote ba_ed on race_ sex or

age over 18) o Each of these provisions0 except the 26th

Amendment, is applicable in Guam and the Virgin islands a_d

is pnoposed in the U oSo Draft°

Section 208(a) o[_%its a nu_Lber of provisions found

in the Uo$_o Draft° The bulk of these were omitted because

they are no% applicable in Gu_z or the Virgin Islands and

because we believe further study of the effect of these

provisions_ as well as a statement of the reasons the UoSo

proposes to make them applicable Q are needed° These omitted

provisions a_e Article I, Section 9_ Clauses 6 (preference

in ports) and 8 (titles of nobility and gifts from foreign

states) ; Article lp Section 10_ Clauses 1 (prohibitinq a

State frcm entering treaties and certain other activities);

2 (prohibitiDg a State from laying imposts or duties on imports

_ State and a sore_an power.-); _nd Azticlc IV_ Section 2_ Clause
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2 (extradition). It may well be 'that afte_ stu.dy and

explanation the Conm_ission will: agree to the application of

these provisions.

In additionp Section 208(a) omits for policy
t

reasons two provisions included in the U oSo Draft: Article

VI0 Clause 2 (the supremacy clause) -- omitted because the,

Draft Comamonwes, lth Agreey,_ent has its o%on supren%acy clauses

Section 205(b) _ and because the supremacy clause _efers to

D of the Constitution _nade in theportions UoSo not applicable

Con_nonwealth _ and A_?,endment XXV0 Clause 5 (gmanting Congress

• .. ? '- _= om_t'¢ed as unnecessa._y..power to enfok°,_e the _4'hh Amend._i_e.,-_'£) _ '_

be c&i';_se under '',_ection 207(a) Coheiress will have ',_n the Com_-non0o

_.a4_ at least the sa_ue power as it has in a State_ which

includes this power°

Section 208(b) contains the ex¢_eptions to the

applicability of portio1%s of the U oS. Constit_tiono 31t

D should first he noted that no exceptions are made foc q_and

jury indictment and ju_-y trial in civil cases as provided in

Section 401 off the UoSo Draft. This is because under the

approach taken in Section 208(a)_ the requirements of an

indictment and the guarantee of a civil jury t_ial &re

applicable only against the federal _7overnment in the Maxianas0

not against the Commonwealth ¢j_overr_nent. This_ in turn_ is tioue

because the UoSo Constitution does not require a State to

p._2ovide an indictment_ Hur ta_o _ Ca_lifo_nia___,ll0 UoSo 516 (1884:_
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"the Equal Protection Clause requires that
the seats in both houses of a bicameral State

legislature must be apportioned on a popula-
tion basis° Simply stated_ an individual's
night to vote forstate legislators is
unconstitutionally impaired when its weight
is in a substantial fashion diluted when

compared to the votes of citizens living in
other pa._ts )_. the State°

• <
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This means_ said the Court_ that tho _'east_icus n%u.st be

_ont_t_._ucte,d for both houses of a blcamo._._al legJ.al_:v_turo

so they are "as nearly of equal populat,.on :_.,_:l.s p_,acticobi<_,"

Id. at 577. In a companion case, the Court held that even

a majority vote by the State's electorate could not Validate

an apportionment scheme which otherwise failed the equal

protection clause's test. Lucas v.Fo__________ty-Fourth General

Assembly of[ Colorado, 377 UoS. 713 (1964)o The principles

of one-man, one-vote have been applied to smaller units of

government than the States, Av___er_yV o Hidland Cpunty_ 390 U oS0

474 (1968) (school board).

Application of the equal protection clause to the

Commonwealth in the same way as it applies to the States

would prevent the Commonwealth from having a legislature

or a house of a legis].ature in which there were an equal

number of representatives from each island or island group

regardless of population. It would likewise prevent a

legislature or a house of a legislature in which each

island had at least a single representative unless the

more populous islands had a number of representatives

proportional to their population. These requirements would

extend to the municipal levels of government within the

Commonwealth as wello

If the Commission decides to seek an exemption

from the one-man,, one-vote doctrine so as to give the
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Commonwealth greater freedom in designing a legislative

body, it has substantial arguments to draw On o The U°$o.

Congress itself is structured in a way which would violate

the equal Erotection clause ....if the structure were not

provided for in the Constitution ii'.self, and if the equal

protection clause applied against the xederc_., government°

For the Senate contains two members from each States

regardless of population; and the IIouse contains at least

one member from each Statef no matter how small the

popu._ation of the State° The Supreme Court rejected this

"federal analogy" in the reapportionment cases, for two

basic reasons_ Firstr the scheme established for the

federal government was "one ccnceived out of compromise and

• concession " '_ '3_ndl_pensao!e to the establishment of our federal

republic°" Reynolds v° Sims, supra, 377 UoSo at 574° Seconde

the political subdivisions of a State "never were and never

have been considered as sovereign entities"; instead_

they are creatures of the State created "to assist in the

carrying out of State governmental functions°" I_ddo at 575°

While these reasons may have justified rejecting the

federal _,.nalogy- for State legislatures e in many ways they

argue fo].- accepting the federal analogy for the Common _

wealth legislature.

t
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Section 209:

Subsection 209(a) will settle any question about

whet_er the Commonwealth Government is an agency or instru-

mentality of the federal government° It appears "that the

governments of the territories would norma!ly be considered

agencies of the federal governmentt see 5 UoSoC_ $ 55]..(1)(C)

(1970) (excluding the territorial 9"overnments from the meaning

D
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of the word "agency" for purposes of the Administcative

Procedure Act)° An agency or instrumentality of the United

States is_ of courser subject to the control of the federal

government in a way that the Commonwealth Government will

not be° Though it would probably be clear in any event

that the Comn-tonwealth Government is not such an agency or

instrtnaentalityt this provision is included as a precaution°

There is no such specific provision in the U°So draft°

Subsection 209 (b) assures that the citizens of

the Common\4ealth are entitled to the privileges and immuni-

ties of the citizens of the several States° The U°S°

draft prow[des similar as_surances in Title IV o In genera!_

this means that no State will be able to discriminate

against citizens of the Marianas and in favor of its own

citizens° Citizens of the several States are assured the

same privileges and in%munities with respect to -the Common-

wealth by the extension to the Commonwealth of Article IV p

.Section 2, Clause 1 of the U,S° Constitution (except that

special provision has been made to pemnit the Commonwealth

to restrict land alienation to persons of Marianan ancestry)°

Subsection 209(c) assures that the States will

give full faith and credit to the public laws_ records and

judicial decisions of the Commonwealth° This Section will

be importa.nt_ for example_ when a person who has won a law-

suit in a court of the Marianas attempts to enforce the judg-

_ ment in a State of the Union° The States are assured that
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the Con_nlonwealth will provide the same full faith and

credit to -hheir acts_ records and judicial proceedings by

the extension to the Commonwealth of Article IV, Section 1
i

of the U.So Constitutiono

Section 219:

This Section carries: out the agreement of the

parties reflected in the Joint Communique issued at the

conclusion of the December 1973 round of negotiations that

._-m.

" [t]he Status Agreement would be dra_ued so as to reflect

clearly the intention of the United States and the Marianas

Political Status Coi_nission that this -_- 'underuakmng [referring

to tle linlitations placed_on fede._fal authority] be enforce-

able in the federal courts°" In the absence of a provisJ.o__

like this one_ there is a danger that a suit against the

United States based on the Commonwealth Agreement might

fail without regard to the merits either because of the

doctrine of sovereign immunity_ or because a court would

decline to become involved in what might be termed a "politi ._

cal question o"

Section 211o

Both Section 211 of the present draft and Article

IIlp Section 306 of the UoSo draft require public officials

to take an oath or affirmation to support those provisions

of the Constitution and federal laws of the United States

that are applicable in the Co_uonwea!th of the Mariana
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Islands and to support the Constitution and laws of the
_V

C onuaonw e a itl_..

The U.So draft_ however r in Article III r Section

302 provides that in addition to the responsibilities con-

ferred on the Executive by the Constitution, it shall be

responsible for the execution of the laws of the United

States applicable in the Marianaso This provision has not

been carried over into the .present draftt since we believe

that it would be inappropriate to charge one government

entity like the Commonwealth with executing the laws of

another_ ']._hisconclusion is buttressed by the analogy of

Puerto Rico° Prior to enact.ment of Public Law 600 and the

Puerto Rican Constitutiont _].e Governor of Puerto Rict was

charged w__.n the "r_sponsibility zoo' the executiu9 of fee_rul

lawso That F prestanably, was because its government was

essentially considered an extension of the Department of

the Interior, which had responsibility for adLministering

D
Puerto Rico° From the time the Commonwealth was establishedg

however_ no responsibility beyond "supporting" the United

States Constitution and federal laws has been placed upon

the executive° See 48 U.SoCo § 874 (1970).

*/ The U oS. draft does not require an oath to support the
laws of the Commom_Tealth_ but such provisions are traditional°

"::*/ See Law of Aug° 5_ !947_ ch_ 490_ _ l_ 61 Stato 770

D (R----epealed1950)o



Provisions of the U.So Draft Omitted from the Present ;_.raft_

Uhe UoS_ draft provides in Article IIIs Section

303 that whenever it becomes necessary in case of disaster_

invasionr :.nsurrectJ.on_ or rebellions or imminent danger

thereofp or to prevent or suppress lawless violence_ the

Governor of the Commonwealth may request of the President

of the Uniued States the assistance of the Armed Forces of

the United States° This power is more appropriately defined

by the peo]ple of the Marianas in their Constitution° In the

case of Puerto Rico_ this power •was given to the Governor by

a federal __tatute prior tO the establishment of the Common-

wealth, but after the Commonwealth was established_ that
._/

statute was repealed and Article IV_ Section III of the

Puerto Rican Constitution dealt with the question of the

Governor's power in case of a Puerto _ican crisis°

2<n alternative would be to pattern a provision upon

Article IV_ Section 4 of the UoSo Constitution_ which provides

that the federal government will protect each State against

invasion r "and on application of the legis!ature_ or of the

executive (when the legislature cannot be convened) against

domestic violence o"

*/ See Law of Aug° 5_ 1947t cho 490_ § i_ 61 Stato 770
(Repealed 1950) o
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Disc_lssion of Title III - United States

_nQCitizenshi_ _ _ Nationa_Y -

Title Ill of the present draft essentially re-

flects the p:covisions on citizenship and nationality agreed

upon by the United States delegation and the Marianas

Political Status Commission in Paragraph I oBo of the Decem-

ber 19_ 1973 Joint Communique° The reasons underlying the

. t! ' ' _ oprovisions a:ce set forth in the Posl_..on Paper on U So

Citizenship and Nationality in the Commonwealth of the

Mariana' Islands" presented to the UoSo delegation by the

Marianas Political Status Con_nission on December 6_ 1973:

Title III of the present draft is closely similar to Title

IV and to Article I_ Section 103 of the UoSo draft°

Section 301:

'" Seztion 301 provides that on the date of termina-

tion of the trusteeship Agreement_ three classes of persons

(and their Children who are less than eighteen years of

age) who are not otherwise citizens or nationals of the United

States and who have taken no affirmative steps to preserve

or acquire f greign nationality shall be declared United

States citizens The first _-_o C.L_ss is those who were born

in the Mariana Islands, who are citizens of the Trust Terri-

tory p and who reside or are domic_,led in some part of the

United States_ its territories or possessions_ including the

Mariana Islands and Puerto Rico° The second class of personsl
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consists of those who are citizens of the Trust Territoryt

who have been continuously domiciled in the Mariana Islands

for at least five ye&rs, and whoa if old enough to do sot

have registered to vote in District elections in the Mariana

Islands District prior to January i p 1975o The third group

consists of those persons who are not citizens of the Trust

Territory on January !_ 1974_ but who }'lavebeen domiciled

in the Mariana Islands continuously for at least five years

and who owe no allegiance to any foreign _'_ate The Commis_

sion may wish to consider whether the five-year residency

and domicile requirement for the second and third group of
4

persons should be lengthened in view of the possibility that

the Trusteeship Agreement may net be terminated as soon as

was expected at the December 1973 round of negotiations°

Section 302._

_This Section provides an opportunity for each

person collectively naturalized by Section 301 to elect to

become a na=ional rather than a citizen of the United States°

in order to elect the status of a national r a person who

would automatically become a UoSo citizen by virtue of

Section 301 must make a declaration under oath before any

federal court or court of general jurisdiction in the

Commonwealth that such person intends to become a national

and not a citizen. Such oath must be taken either within
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/

six months after the date of termination of the Trusteeship

Agreement or within six months after reaching the age of
I/

e'ighteen years_ whichever date is later°

Section' 303 _.

This Sec'_ion provides that all persons born in

the Marianas on or afher the date, of termination of the ,

Trusteeship Agreement and subject to the jurisdiction of the

United States shall be citizens of the United States° Thus g

the right to become a national rather than a citizen of the

Urlited States is limited to persons born prior to termina-

tion of the Trusteeship Agreement°

Section. 304o"

I _2h].s"• provision dea]._,_ with '-the[<,ost--termination

period, and the question of what persons born outside the

Marianas can become United States citizens by virtue of their

relationship to United States citizens o]: nationals domiciled

in the Commonwealth. The U oSo draft in Article Is Subsection

103(d) leaves this issue open as not yet agreed upon°

_/ At the December 1973 negotiating round the draft posi-
tion on citizenship presented to the United States by the
Marianas Political Status Coma_ission included a provision
which excluded any person automatically naturalized pur-
suant to Section 301 from being a United States citizen or
national if within the period allowed for making the declaration,
of nationaliuy rather than citizenship that person too]< affir-
mative steps to preserve or acquire foreign nationality, In
its counter proposal, the U°S° did not include such a provision°

( We have therefore o_itted it .,_tomthe p_:'esent dr -r-_ciJ- _ o
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Subsection (a) of Section 304 provides that after

_ _ _ •the termination of the T.usteesn!p Agreement ir_nediate

relatives of persons who are citizens or nationals domiciled

in the Commonwealth shall have the right to become naturalized

citizens of the United States to the same extent as persons

residing in a State° It is our understanding that the U oSo

has no obje _'-''_ton to this position° Img.ediate relatives are

defined as children_ spouse, parentsr brothers_ and sisters°

The Conn_oission may wish to consider whether this list should

be expanded or contracted°

,Subsection (b) provides chac pe'_'sons born ou-k-_

side "the United States of parents either or both of whom

are citizens or nationals of the United States domiciled in

the Commonwealth shall become citizens at birth under the

same terms and conditions as persons born outside the United

States of parents either or both of whom became citizens of

the United States by virtue of being born in a State_ It is

our understanding that the United States has no difficulty

with this position either°

Zt is Subsection (c) with which the United States

apparently has some problems° Subsection (c) provides that

for purposes of satisfying any residence or physical presence

requirement of the nationality and naturalization laws of

the United States_ time spent in the Marianas will only be
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counted for persons who fall within the categories of Sub=

•sections (a] and (b) r Joe°, those who are "immediate rela-

tives" of persons who are United States cltizens or nationals

domicil'ed in the Commonwealth or for persons who themselves

are nationals of the United States° This feature would dis_

courage migration to the Commonwealth of persons merely

wishing to take advantage of the availability of United States

citizenship° In this respectr the situation in the Harianas

would be somewhat similar to that prevailing in American

S amoat o

Section 305:

Uhis Section provides that the courts of general

jurisdiction established under the Constitution of the

Commonwealth and the United States District Court for the

Mariana Islands shall have 3u..Isc._ct!on to naturalize per-

sons as ciaizens of the United States in accordance with

app!icable law° Although Article I_ Subsection 103(e) of the

U.So draft does not provide for giving naturalization juris-

diction to the federal District Courtp but only to the

courts established under the Commonwealth Constitution_ we

can see no )reason for this omissJ.on since naturalization

is traditionally a matter of federal concern°
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Section 306:

Section :,06 defines "domici _ "_.e to include the

place where a person maintains a residence with the intention

of continuing such residence for- an unlimited or indefinite

periods and to which such person has the intention of
d

returning whenever he is absent_ even for an extended period°

This is a standard definition of domicile°

r,
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Discussion of Title IV- ....ADRlicab_lity " of

Un£ted States Laws

Section 401:

.eut._onFor an. explanation of the provisions in _q - '

401 see the Hemorandum for the Marianas Political Status

Commission entitled, "Applicability of Exmst_ng Federal

Laws in the I,_.arianasunder a Genera]. Formula Approach° "

Section 402:

Section 402 of the present draft, like Article

VIITp Section 802 of the UoS_ draft,, provides tha£ the Presi --

dent of the '"",'-_ -_ "- _ ' "bn±_eo. _ta_e_, shall appoint a _.c',",_;_sion.......__,of seven

persons %o survey the federal statutory laws and make recom-

mendations to the Congress of the United States within two

years after ".-heeffective date of the section concerning which

statutes of the United States should be made applicable in the

Commonwealth° At least three of the members appo_._te_ to

Presaeen-_ must be persons who wouldthe Commission by the ""

qualify for _utomatic UoS° citizenship under Section 301 of

the Commonwealth Agreement° None of the members can be

government officials° (This provision is not found, in the UoSo

drafto) These requirements for the members of the Commission

are _ncen_ed to create a body which has no preconceptions based

upon the experience with the application of federal laws to

*}. Such_ a commission was agreed to in P_':-_"_...-.._...=.oE.o_o_ 3 o_..~
the December !9: 1973 Jcr_.n. +'- (2c_mrn_j.q_e:
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territories of the United States and _:._hichincludes individuals

familiar with problems unique -to the MarianaSo

This Commission.would be similar to the Commission

on the Application of Federal Laws to Guam_ which was

' ° _ oesta llsned by Congress in 1950 Although the Guam Commission

wrote a detailed report for Congress on what federal laws

should be applicable to Guam_ Congress never acted on those

recommendations and the plan for a rational application of

federal law to Guam %.zastherefore never effectuated°

To avoid this problemp Subsection 402(b) of the present

d_-aft provides that unless the House o._ Senate of the United

_qh,.ch specifically dis-States Cong:c_;s_ enacts legislation _

approves all cc part of the reco__,_nendations of the Co_ission

within one year after Congress has received 'those £ecommendations_

the recommendations shall have the' fo;-ce and effect of lawo

The UoSo draft does not mncluQe any provision of this type°

We believe that this delegation of legislative power

by Congress to a Conrmission appointed by the President is

constitutionally valid and does not violate the principle of

separation of po%_erso The delegat.ion of legislative power by

Cong_-ess to ar: Executive body is routine].y upheld so long as

Congress provides a standard which is sufficiently precise and

definite to enable Congress and the courts to ascertain whether

o Un_ _ed StatesCongressional intent is being carried out See "_

_/ See Act of Aug° i_ 1950_.Cho 512_ _ 25, 64 Stato 390
_repeale'd 1963)o
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Vo Rock Royal Co-om_ Inc_j 307 UfSo 533 (.3_939); Yakus

Vo United Statesr 321 UoSo 414 (1944)o

As dr___ue_ Subsection 402(ia) reqflires that in

formulating its recommendations_ the comr,_ission shall take

into consideration the effect of each federal law on the

local conditions in the Com.'.nonwealth of the Mariana Islands_

s 3.,._tencythe federal' policies embodied in the law r and the con _'_

of the law with the provisions and purposes of {the Commonwealth

Agreement° We believe that this standard is sufficiently

precise and definite to overcome a___yconstitutional objections°
L

Furthers in addition to providing a standard to guide the

Comm-_ssione Congress .........J._ acting throuc_h either LouseF has

one _.year,- i_'..which to disapprov% the recom_,_endations of the

C o,_._,_is s ion,

Precedent exists for Congressional delegationof

the selective application of federal Laws to persons appointed

by the President° In 1964 Congress delegated to the Secre-

tary of Agriculture the power to establish an agricultural

program in Guam •which would include such programs of the

Agriculture Department "as are determined by the secretary

[to] promote the Welfare of that islando" See Act of

Sept° 7, 1964, 78 Stato 926 (now expired)o That author.ity

was expressly given without regard to the fact that Guam may
• . f J, -

have been o:.'iginally, excluded by Congress from such programs°
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Precedent also exists for Con.9_,e_s allowing reco!_:_en-

dations of the Executive to become effective as l'aw unless it

specifically disapproves° For e:<ample_ the Reorganization

Actt 5 UoSoCoA. 5 901 et _o r (19"74 Suppo) provides that the

President m_._- submit to Congress a plan which, recommends

a reorganization of the agencies_ including the a.bolitior!

of an ager_cy or the -transfer of its functions to another

I-_ou.seof Contress passes a resolutionagency° Unless either "

stating in substance that the House does not favor the

reorganization p].an_ the recommendations become effective as law

60 days after bei_g _ecei_ed by CoJ._.g:ces_: 5 U_,C_ C,Ao (_ co5,_ = ,.) _ _, °J c

.... -_ '_c...._- of the Commission onA].so pertinent is uhe p_re(._e _°_"

Exectutive_ Legislative and Judicial Salaries set up by Congress

tO review the salaries of mos'h high officials in the United States

Government° 2 UoSoCo _ 351_ e__ts__ec[, (1970)o. The Commission

submits its recommendations on salaries to the President

who in turn transmits reco_men_atlons to Congress Those

auco_.L]a_ico,lly on arecommendat:.ons become effective -'-" - . specified

date_ unless either House of Congress expressly disapproves

all or part of the recommendations or unless a law has been

enacted which establishes rates of pay which differ from

the recommendations. 2 UoSoCo _ 359°
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Section 403:

_:ection 403 provides essentially that "the local

laws effeci-ive on -the date the Colgomonwea!th comes into

existence shall remain in force and effect until and

unless repealed by the Com._nonwealth of the Mariana Islands°

Specifically included in such local laws ace the statutory

laws_ executive and district orders_ and judicial decisions

of the '.['ru._;tTe:L"rJ.tory of the Pacific Islands; the statutory

.-J r_ ._atu._.e, and thelaws of the Mariana Is_._nd._ District Legis'i .....

laws and o_.'dinances of local municipalities within the Mariana

Islands District. The p_,_:coose of -this p:ev!s/on is "to _nake

sure tha-t upon the date the Co_monwealth _s established, the:

i£_x._ianas s{:ill have some body ot law in e_fecto This sec-

tion should not be construed as in any way limiting the power

of the Comr_onwealth Government_ or its political subdivisions_

to change existing laws as desired.

Section 403 of the present draft basically com "_

ports with Article IV, Subsection 4036d) of the UoSo dr.afto

Section 403, howeverp has added "judicial decisions" to

the list of laws of the Trust Territory %4hich shall i"eraain

in effect unless repealed by the Co_._onwealth Government.

We can think of no reason why the U oSo delegation would

oppose this addition.
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U oSo Provisicn Omitted:

Article IV, ou.._uu_u_e,_b_---_-- 40.3(d). of the U'oS_ draft

includes a definition of "laws of the United States°" This

definition lists under "laws of the United States" statutes_

joint resolutions, treaties and Executive Agreements_ pro=

clamatJons_ Executive Orders, judicial decisions_, and regu ,o

lations issued by the several departments_ ageneies_ and

regulatory commissions°

We do not understand why the United States felt it

necessary to include this definition° Such a definition

seems only to raise the potent:'.a3 problcm that ":la,.._s"in hbe

Colrumonwea!th Agreement mean sometl,_3.n9 different fro[_ "la_.3s"

as routinely interpreted by the courts° For examp!e_ by

including "judicial decisionsr" 'the question is raised of

whether this :<_efers to all the federal judicial decisions_

regardless of the judicial circuit° Anohher example is

'_'regulations issued by agencies°" It is possible that an

agency may issue an advisory regulation° The effect of this

definition would be to give the regulation the force of

law in the Ma_:i.anas_ but nowhere else in -the United States,
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Discussion of Title V -- t_nited States

Judicial Authority

Fo,_:a discussion of the background for the pro-

visions J.n Title V setting forth the judicial authority of

the United States in the Commonwealth of the Mariana. ?/slands_

see the Memorandum for the Marianas Po!itica]. Status Convnission

entitled_ "United States District Cou_t for the District of

the Mariana ]is!ands: Status Agreement Provisions o"

\.
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Discussion of Title VI -.- Ta_,_:ationand Customs

Sections 60]. - 606 of the presen't draft define

the application of United States income, es'tate and gift

taxes in the Conrmonwea!th of the Mariana Islands° These

sections ake based largely upon Paragraph _[oD of the Joint

Communique issued December 19, 1973o

Section 601:

Subsection 601(a) of the p:_:'esentd_caft provides

that those persons who reside in the Commo'_wealth of the

Mariana Islands and not J.n any other part of the United

States_ az_d who have become United States citizens or

nationals pursuar_t to Title III of the Co__m_..on_..Tea!thh_re_.-

ment or who, if prior to termination of the Trusteeship

Agreemen-tu would be eligible to become United States citi-

zens or l_..ationals in such a manner, shall be subject to

federal income tax only on United States source income_

not on income earned in the Co_monwealtho Such persons

shall not be subject to United States gift and estate taxa-

tion except with respect to proper-ty situated in the United

States outside the Commonwealth° This provision corresponds

to Paragraph I_.Dol of the December 1973 Joint Communique°

It is not found in ,the UoSo draft; but the Joint Communique

indicates the U oSo agreement on •this matter°
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The Commission should _e aware that as drafted_

Section 601 does not exempt from federal income; estate or

gift taxes residents of the Marianas who are already United

States citizens_ since the exemption of Section 60i hinges

on eligibility to become a United States citizen under

Title Ill of the Commonwealth Agreement and Title 13_I applies

only to persons not already citizens° Present UoSo citizens

residing in the Marianas would_ however v receive some pro-

tectJ.on from the fact that they would be covered by Section

931 of the Internal Revenue Code°

Section 931 provides that United States citizens

doing ):usiPess in. the Marianas are not subject to federal

income tax on any fo)__eign sou,_"ce income (including income

earned in the Marianas) if they derive 80 percent of their

gross income from Marianas sources and 50 Percent from the

active conduct of a trade or business in the Marianaso Thus,

for most Marianas residents who are United States citizens_

the federal tax burdens will be small° The federal estate

and gift taxes will also apply to these citizens t but since

they do not affect an estate valued at less than $60_000

and since gifts up to $3_000 yearly and $30_000 over the
[

course of a lifetime are exempts this will have no great

impact° Furthermore_ as drafted, the status quo will be



prese'<v_.d_ since U oSo ci.tiz¢:_':._in the [,';'._:_:;[,.;m._,_,_' p.<c.;,_:n't.,Lya:<e

subject, to s_ch ",:a:<es _',,_,_'I_'' " " '.... ,.......c_e Cur{<',n_.s,_'J.oD,@ec:tde ,_ b,o'dever'

that as dr,._.fted Section 601 is _:_ndesJ._e..ble_ At appe_.<_s that &_

' ' _u,O;.,..z,b_..._t_l'te_D,,_.u-<vep.rovisions based _. Sect:ton 934 of the _ _ .......

Revenue Co_,e could be deve!opedo

Su_o-ectlon (b) of Section 60]. Drov..(_:_;.__ ',-_"that fo_:...

"the purpose of determining un.dez' Subsection (a) who is. e].i.-

gible to become a United States citizen or national pursuant

to Title III of the Conmnonwea!th Agreement_ the requirement

of e. "'_ " - ... o0_(C) tha't ._:,::'_onsbe domiciledcoubsec_.,.c._.:,307 (b) and _ ' . ..

continuously in the Mariana Is!u_.ds '-'_ .....• .91..."CZ'Act Or C.n.,2 COTO_._Ol_.-,

wealth of tile Maz'iana Islands for at least five years prior

to termination of the Trusteeship. Agreement shall instead

be read as requiring that persons be domiciled continuously

in the Mariana Islands District or Com2_.onwealth of the

Mariana Islands for at least five years prior _:-o -the begin--.

ning of "the period or the date of the event for. which -tax

treatment under Subsection 601(a) is claimed° Tbe purpose

of including Subsection (b) was to make sure that citizens

of the " _' _ "..... o °_..ust Territory would be exe.m.ot .L.<om U S income._

estate_ and gift taxes from the date of the establishment

of the Conm_onwealth° Otherwise_ such exemption would not

take effect until turmination of the Trusteeship 2i.greemento
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Although the U°S° has had no opportunity te consider

this issue previously, we believe £hat i:_ they agree to

establishment of the Com_,_onwealth prior to termination,

they will also agree that the tax exemption should beqin

from the _ate the Commonwealth is established°

Section 602:

Section 602 essentially embodies the same prin-

ciples of Section 9:3.1of the Internal Revenue Code_ discussed

o _h_.s provision was to provide anabove The purpose of _- -i

incentive for United States citizens and corporations to

invest in the Marianas _ 'o _.n_s provision co:,_'rcsponds \.:<Lth

Paragraph I.Do2 of the Joint Cozumuniqueo

Sec_-J.on 603:

{-Section 603 of the present d)__aft pzov_Ges -that
%

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands shall be considered

a "possession" for all purposes of administe3:ing the internal

., mh: is essentially arevenue laws of the United States° J._,_s

technical adjustment to make sure that the provisions of

the Internal Revenue Code applicable to territories also

apply to the Conumonwealth°

Section 603 provides further that Subsection 872(I))

(4) of the Internal Revenue Code (which prov_.Ges that income

derived from a series E or H United States savings bond is

___=an individual acquired t;,e bond while aexempt frcm tax °= ..
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resident of the Trust Territory)"shall be amended by the

Commonwealth Agreement to continue its application With

respect to bonds purchased in the District of the Mariana

Islands prior to the date of the signing of the Common-

wealth Agreement. Unless this provision is 'amended to

apply to the Mariana Islands, income from these savings'

bonds would be taxable to a Marianas citizen as U.So source

income. As drafted; Section 603 is in accord with Para-

graph I.D.3 of the Joint Communique. It is limited in its

effect to bonds purchased prior to the signing of the

Agreement since on the date of the signing the provisions

of the Agreement will become public and bonds purchased

after that date could otherwise provide an unjustified

tax shelter.

Section 604:

Section 604 has been drafted to implement the

reco,ntntendations of the economic consultant with respect to the

social security laws of the United States. These recommendations

' and certain alternative approaches are presented to the Commission
? .

in a paper prepared by the economic consultant.
i

Section 605:

Section 605 provides that the Commonwealth shall

have exclusive, authbrity to enact, amend, or repeal its

: internil revenue laws. This prevision parallels Paragraph

;,_. ...
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I.D.4 of the Joint Co!_munique and is basically in accord

with Article VI, Section 601 of the U.S. draft which pro-

vides that the Commonweaith will enact a non-discriminatory,

comprehensive_ internal revenue law which wili be progressive
e

and will reflect local economic conditions.. We have omitted
0

the requirements that the tax be non-discriminatory and.

comprehensive, since we believe that the imposition of those

requirements through the Commonwealth Agreement infringes
*/

on the Commonwealth's right to self-government.-

Section 605 also provides that the Commonwealth

shall enact no law imposing any tax or levy upon the prop-

erty of the United States or of the Government of the Trust

Territory which a State Would not have the power to enact.

This provisicn is the same as Article V, Section 503 of the

U.S. draft except that it expressly provides that the Com--

monwealth's power is the same as a State. Representatives of the

U.S. Delegat:.on have previously stated that the Commonwealth's

power to tax federal activity or property should be like a State's.

*/ The United States has informed us that they are receding

from•their position, agreed to in the Joint Communique, that

the Marianas should have exclusive tax authority and propose

that this authority extend only for a period of ten years•

This is an issue which the Commission may want to discuss with

the U.S., if necessary, during the negotiations.
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Sec{ion 606:

Section 606 of the present draft provides that

bonds issued by or on behalf of the Commonwealth shall be

• exempt, as to principal and interest, from taxation by the

United States, or by any State, territory, possession, the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, or

any political subdivision thereof. Article V, Section 504

of the U.S. draft provides the same.

U.S. Provision on Debt Ceiling Omitted:

Article V, Subsection 503(b) of the UoS. draft

provides that the Commonwealth shall authorize no public

indebted:ness in excess of ten percent of the aggregate tax

valuation of the real p_operty in the Com_onwealth. This

provision is similar to the debt limitations imposed upon

Guam (48 U.S.C. _ 1423a (1970)) and upon the Virgin Islands

(48 U.S.C. § 1574(b) (ii) (1970)). While Puerto Rico is also

subject to a ten percent debt limitation (48 U.S.C. _ 745

(1970)), the United States Congress in Pub. L. 87-121, Aug.

3, 1961, 75 Stat. 245 provided that Puerto Rico may, by

obtaining approval in a referendum, eliminate the debt

ceiling imposed by the United States and include its own

provision limiting its debt-incurring capacity in its

constitution. Sinc_ Puerto Rico has, in effect, been given

the power to determine its own debt-ceiling, we see no
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reason why the Commonwealth, as a self-governing body,

should not also be given this power.

Sections 607 - 612 of the present draft deal °

with the customs and excise taxes for products exported

from and imported into the Commonwealth. As drafted,

these Sections essentially reflect the agreement reached

on customs duties and excise taxes in Paragraph I.E of the

December 1973 Joint ComMunique. The U.S. draft includes

some, but not all, provisions of that agreement. The

reasons justifying these provisions were explained to the

United States in the MPSC position paper of December 6,

]/

,, 1973, entitled '_Position Paper on Applicability of U.S.

Customs and Excise Taxes to the Commonwealth of the Mariana

Islands."

Section 607:

In accord with Paragraph I.E.1 of the Joint

Communique, Section 607 of the present draft provides that

the Commonwealth shall not be included within the customs

territory of the United States. It further provides that

the Commonwealth shall have exclusive authority to enact

laws providing for customs duties on imports into the

Com_honwealth from foreign countries, provided that this

' 40!. 3l
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" authority shall not be exercised in a manner inconsistent

with the international obligations of the United States,

including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") o

This section expresses the same general idea as Article V,

Section 502 of the U.S. draft except that the U.S. draft
L

does not provide the Commonwealth with "exclusive" authority.

Section 608:

Section 608 provides that exports from the Common-

wealth shall enter the customs territory of the United States

free of any import duty, unless more than fifty percent of
,/i

the value of a product is derived from foreign materials.

This comports with Paragraph foE.3 of the Joint Communique.

( Article V, Section 501 of the U.S. draft provides that

imports from the Commonwealth into the customs territory

of the United States shall be subject to the same treatment

\ •as hose from Guam. While we believe that this provisiofi

was intended to express the same idea found in Section 608,

*_/ The question of whether some products should be treated
as products; from the Marianas, even though 75 percent of the
value of the product is derived from foreign materials, was
left open at the end of the last session of negotiations.

The Commission's economic consultant states that the only
serious concern in this regard is fish products. The Commission
may wish to consider whether special provisions relating to
fish or fish products should be sought.
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we believe it is preferable to spell out exactly what

treatment Guam receives. Furthermore, as drafted, the U.S.

provision is subject to the risk that a change of treatment

for Guam would automatically change this provision of the 0

Commonwealth Agreement•

Section 609: ,

Section 609 provides that the United States shall

see]{ to obtain from foreign countries favorable treatment

for exports from the Commonwealth. It provides further

that the United States shall encourage other countries to

consider the Commonwealth a "developing territory" within

the :neanJng of the June 25, 1971 GATT waiver regarding

preferential treatment for goods from developing countries

and territories. No similar provision is found in the

U.S. draft, but Paragraph I.E.4 of the Joint Communique so

provides.

Section 610:

This Section provides that the Commonwealth shall

have exclusive authority to impose duties on exports from

its territories. No similar provision is found in the U.S.

draft but: Paragraph I.E.5 of the Joint Communique gave such

authori£y to the Commonwealth. \
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Section 611:

Section 611 of the present draft provides that

consistent with the international obligations of th'e United

states, the Common?;ealth shall have exclusive authority to

impose excise taxes upon goods imported into the Common-

wealth and goods manufactured or sold in ti_e Conuuonwealth.

While no explicit authority to impose excise taxes is found

in the U.S. draft, such power can be inferred from the

power to enact internal revenue laws. Paragraph I.E.6 of

the Joint Con munique would support such an interpretation.

Section 612:

' Section 612 provides that 0!_ revenues and federal
income taxes collected by the United States and derived from

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands (other than those taxes

collected for U.S. Social Security purposes) will be covered into

the Treasury of the Commonwealth for the benefit of the people.

Article VI, Subsection 602(b) of the U.S. draft is similar.
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Discussion of Title VII -- Other Laws

This Title is addressed to the applicability of

other significant federal laws.

Section 701:

This Section is reserved for eprovisions relating to

the applicability of the immigration laws of the United States.

A separate _eport has been prepared for the Commission on this

topic. In view of the great importance of this issue and its

sensitivity in the Marianas, i% seems preferable to await an

agreement with the United States on a position before language

is provided for the formal docur_:ent.

•Section 702:

This Section concerns the shipping and maritime laws

of the United States.

Section 702(a) provides that the coastwise laws of

the United States shall not extend to hhe Commonwealth of

the Mariana Islands. The coastwise laws of the U.S. are

those which regulate the coastwise or coasting trade.
i

"The terms coastwise trade and coasting trade describe

vessels engaged in domestic trade or plying between port

and port in the United States, as distinguished from vessels

engaged in foreign trade or plying between a United States

por t and a port of a foreign country." 42 Op. A. G. No. 13

(Aug. 7, 1963) (footnote omitted). The most significant

of the coastwise laws are those which prohibit foreign

. 40.1_Z3S



vessels from carrying goods or passengers between American
%

ports. Under 46 U.S.C.A. _ 883 (Supp. 1974), the transportation

of merchandise between ports of the United States and of most

of its territories on any vessels which are not _erican-built,

registered and owned is prohibited. Under 46 U.S.C. _ 289 (1970),

the transportation of passengers between American ports on foreagn

vessels is prohibited.

The restrictions found in Sections 289 and 883

were extended to the territories by the Merchant Marine

Act of 1920, 46 U.S.C. _877 (1970), which provides:

"From and after February i, 1922, the
coastwise laws of the United States shall

extend to the island Territories and posses-

sions of the United States not covered thereby

• on June 5, 1920, and the Secretary of Co_erce

is directed prior to the expiration of such

year to have established adequate steamship
service at reasonable rates to accommodate

the commerce and the passenger travel of

said islands and to maintain and operate
such service until it can be taken over and

' operated and maintained upon satisfactory

terms by private capital and enterprise:

Provided, That if adequate shipping service

is not established by February l, 1922, the

President shall extend the period herein
allowed for the estab!isbment of such service

I

I in the case of any island Territory orpossession for such time as may be necessary

' for the establishment of adequate shipping

facilities therefor: And provided further,
That the coastwise laws of the United States

shall not extend to the Virgin Islands of the
United States until the President of the

United States shall, by proclamation, declare
1_hat such coastwise laws shall extend to the

Virgin Islands and fix a date for the going
into effect of same."

' _hough the language of this provision is

ambiguous, later congressional action indicates that it

was intended to grant the President the power to prevent

the coastwise laws from going into effoc_ in a territory, 401.23 _
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" not just the power to exgend the time. allowed for the r

establishment of service.: Accordingly,. it.appears that

at the time the coastwise laws were extended to the

territories generally, flexibility was provided in case

adequate service was not available.

0 _

_ Congress has exercised this flexibility in several

instances to make exceptions to _he application of the

coastwise laws.

- , American Samoa: 48 U.S.C. _i664 (1970) provides

that federal law "restricting to vessels of the United States

..the transportation of passengers and merchandise" between ports

of the United States "shall not be applicable to commerce

between the islands of American Salaoa or between those islands

and other ports under the jurisdiction of the United States."

The exemption was passed fo_ two reasons. First, the United .

States had agreed by treaty in 1899 with Great Britain and

Germany that '"in respect to their commerce and conanercial

vessels,'" each of the signatories would have equal rights in

_a-aerican Samoa. Application of thecoastwise laws conflicted

with the treaty, and was being used by New Zealand, which

(_ontrolled Western Samoa, to justify certain discriminatory

tariffs which disadvantaged American shippers. Second, the

coastwise laws were of no importanc 9 with respect to American

, .u I 0

0

0 .
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Samoa since it had, at that time, a population of about
." ,

10,000, "and its con_nerce [was] insufficient to be attractive

or profitable to American shipping." S. Rep. No. 1141, °

73d Cong., 2_ Sess. at 2 (1934).

Virgin Islands: The last proviso of 46 U.S.Co

_877 (1970) states that "the coastwise •laws of the United

States shall not extend to the Virgin Islands . . . until

; the President proclaims them applicable to that territory.

• Similarly, 48 U.S.C. 51405c(d) (1970) , grants to the

President the• power to make such of "the navigation, vessel

inspection and coastwise laws of the United States as he
.

__ may find and declare to be necessary in the public interest"

applicable in that territory. The coastwise laws are

presently inapplicable in the Virgin Islands. The Reports

on the bill which became the last proviso to •Section 877

indicate that yearly exemptions had been granted to the•

Virgin Islands by Executive Order since February l, 1922,

but that this had led to undesirable uncertainty. The

justification for the exemption was, in the words of the

Interior Department letter on which both Reports relied,

that

" . . . exports from and imports to the islands

are very small, as the total population is less

•than 25,000; that St. Thomas is important as a

: port of call and transshipping and is the chief

_-.... bunkering port of the Caribbean . and is
_-_. _.,..o,..,"'1"_a port of _=_-_"' fo_" vessel_ plyi_sg between

e



....* _ ! / our Atlantic ports and the east coast of South
- America. Most of the vessels which call are of

i . 1 foreign registry, and the coastwise shipping

_ _ laws of the United States, if applied to the

_ _ Virgin Islands, would prohibit such calls ....

By the provision of the proposed bill, •the needs
_ * _ of the Virgin Islands would be given this *

i protection [of statutory exemption instead of
, ,,,

i yearly Executive Orders], yet the Pre,sident
. would retain the power to extend the coastwise

'_ * * _ 16,ws of the United States to the islands when an

_ adequate shipping service is established there."

_ Letter from Secretary Ickes to the Chairman, House Committee

i • • on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, dated January 9, i935,l

reprinted in S. Rep No 1010, 74th Cong , 1st Sess at 1-2. • . •

i_• (May 13, 19"-'.5), and in H R. R_D No 2281, 74th Cong., 2d

• 'Ma "'"_ 1936) According to the 1972 reportSess at 3 ;_._,, 30,

of the Federal Maritime Commission (at 24), 16 of the 22

carriers which filed rates with the Commission applying to

the Virgin Islands were foreign flag operated.

i

: J

I _ Othe_____r:Alaska enjoys some limited exemption from the

coastwise laws. See, e.g. the fourth provision of Section 883

itself a_ Section 289 b of Title 46. There are, i or have been,

i waivers of_ the coastwise laws for specified ports served by, or

_ specific items carried by, Canadian vessels. See, e.g..___i46 U.S.C_A_

289(a) (Supp. 1973) .

It is clear that in many situations in which there was

inadequate American bottom service, the Congress has granted

exemptions from the coastwise laws. Without such an exemption,
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the Marianas will not have adequate shipping service. Section

702 (a) has beer_ drafted, therefore, to provide the same kind
#

of exemption presently possessed by A_erican Samoa.

Section 702(b) provides that the laws prohibiting

foreign flag vessels from landing fish or fish products in the

United States shall not apply within the Co_urLonwealth of the

Mariana Islands.

The basic restriction against foreign_flag vessels

landing their catch of fish at American ports is found in

46 U.S.C.A. _251(a) (Supp. 1973):

• "Vessels of twenty tons and upward, enrolled

[under the provisions of title 46] . . , and

having a license in force, or vessels of less

than twenty tons, which, although not enrolled,

have a license in force, as required by such

sections, and no others, shall be deemed vessels

of the United States entitled to the privileges

of vessels employed in the coasting trade or

• fisheries. Except as otherwise provided by

treaty or convention to which the United States

is a party no foreign-flag vessel shall, whether

documented as a cargo vessel or otherwise, land in

a port of the United States its catch of fish
. taken on board such vessels on the high seas Or

fish products processed therefrom, or any fish

or fish products taken on board such vessel on

the high seas from a vessel engaged in fishing

operations or in the processing of fish or fish
products. "

In 1961 Congress amended this statute so as to
g

permit foreign-flag vessels of fewer than fifty _eet in

lengt h to land their catch of fish in the Virgin Islands

for immediate consumption. Se____e46 U.S.C.A. _u_i(b) (supp.
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1973). In recommending the amendment, the _nterior
t

. Department said that "[u]nless the exception is granted ° . .

e L

a. will be necessary . . . to prohibit" landings of fish

from small boats from the British Virgin Islands, which

had been overlooked in the past. S. Rep. No. 828, 87th '

( _ _ Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in 1961 U.S. Code Cong. 2640.

....... Notwithstanding the general restriction,.the

' Commissioner of Customs ruled in 1953
,

"that a foreign-flag vessel is not prohibited by
. [Section 251] . . . from landing in Guam or

American Samoa its catch of fish or fish products
taken on board such vessel on the high seas from
a vessel engaged in fishing operations or in
the processing of fish or fish products°"

Bureau of Customs Marine Circular No. 124 (June 12, 1953);

, see also Bureau of Customs Marine Circular No. 124,

Supplement i (November 15, 1955) (reaffirming that Section 251

does not prohibit "a foreign-flag vessel from landing [at

Guam or American Samoa] fish it has taken or had transshipped

....) on the high seas").

The basis of the Commissioner's decision with

respect to American Samoa was that, as an unorganized,

unincorporated territory "appurtenant to the United States"

it did not contain a "'port of the United States' within

the purview of" Section 251. With respect to Guom, the

' Commissioner found that the amendment to Section 251 which

contained thespecific restrictions (i.e., thesecond

sentence of the Section, beginning with "Except as other-

_ pr_,,_ by *_e _'' "_ ;_ -_ -_-"'" _ _ ....

_-m _.endment --_ n_ _'_ _'be,- _e ..,. n.aon of its applica_ _,'..
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to GUm_ or to possession as was required by the Organic Act

of Guam at the time. */

There is good reason to exempt the Commonwealth

from the restrictions placed against the landing of

fish by foreign vessels. Since the restrictions contained

in Section 251 have been modified for the Virgin Islands,

ind do not apply in full force to Guam and American Samoa,

there is ample precedent for such an exemption. We believe

that specific provision be made in the Commonwealth Agreement

for this exemption. It is possible that because Guam

is not covered by the restriction that the law would be

inapplicable to the Marianas under the general formula which

has been proposed (se___eSection 401 of the Commonwealth

Agreement). But in view of the fact that the provision of

*/ Section 25(b) of the Organic Act of Guam, 48 U.S.CoA.
_1421c(b) (1952) laid down the general rule that "no law
of the United States hereafter enacted shall have any force

or effect within Guam unless specifically made applicable
by act of the Congress either by reference to Guam by name

' or by reference to 'possessions'". This Section was repealed
by Section 7 of the Guam Elective Governor Act, see
48 U.S.C.A. _1421c(b) (Supp. 1974). According to H. R.
Rep. No. 1521, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in 1968 U. S.
Code Cong° 3564, 3568, Section 25(b) was repealed because
it "is an unusual provision and is inconsistent with standard
references in federal laws to the territories."
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" law on which the Commissioner of Customs based his decision

has been repealed, in view of the ambiguity of that decision

*/
as it relates to Guam,-- and in view of the fact that if this

law is not treated separately it would be subject to change

without mutual consent, we believe the safer course is to ..

deal with it explicitly. '' ._

Section 702!c) addresses problems relating to

citizenship and the maritime and shipping laws. It gives • the

"_ . Secretary of Commerce the authority to issue regulations so

that for appropriate provisions of the U.S. maritime and shipping

laws persons who are not U.S. citizens but who are domiciled in

the Commonwealth (e.g., before tezmination TTPI citizens, and

after ter_ination U.$. nationals) can be treated as U°S_ citizens.

-= The.maritime laws are replete with•provisions

which restrict benefits to citizens of the United States.

*/ The initial decision of the Commissioner states, following

The language of the last portion of the statute, that foreign-

flag vessels may land "fish or fish products taken on board

such vessel on the high seas from a vessel engaged in fishing

operations or in the processing of fish or fish products." The

implication seems to be that a foreign-flag vessel could not,
"land: in the language of the earlier part of the statute, ....

: its catch of fish taken on board such vessel on the high seas

, or fish products processed therefrom" (i.e., not from another
vessel). But the second decisJ.on describes the first as

permitting a foreign-flag vessel to land "fish it has taken

o__rrhad transshipped" (emphasis supplied) .

..... __ _ A_4 _ _ _---_
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For example, the coastwise trade in merchandise is

restricted to vessels which are, among other things,

"owned by citizens of the United States." 46 U.S.C.A. 0

§883 (Supp. 1973). There are also a number of provisions

which require American vessels to have officers and

crews composed entirely or largely of citizens. _,

46 U.S.C. §221 (1970) (vessels which are registered or

, qualified for the coasting or fishing trade "shall be

deemed vessels of the United States . . . bug no such

vessel shall enjoy such benefits and privileges longer

than it shall continue to be wholly owned by a citizen or

_- citizens of the United States . . . and be commanded by a

citizen of the United States," and all watch officers shall

be citizens, except that this latter provision can be

suspended by the President, 46 U.S.C. _236 (1970) ; 46 U.S.C.

§242 (1970) (staff officers on vessels of the United States

must be citizens); 46 U.S.C. §672(a) (1970) (all licensed

officers and pilots, and 75 per cent of the crew of

American vessels must be citizens); 46 U.S.C. 51132 (1970)

(the entire crew of a cargo vessel for which a construction

or operating subsidy has been granted, and 90 per cent of

the crew (including all licensed officers) of a passenger
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vessel for which a subsidy has been granted, must be

citizens of the United States). There are other instances

where citizenship is crucial as well. • o

There is no generally applicable definition of

citizen with respect to natural persons in the maritime

statutes. However, the regulations which concern the

documentation of vessels define "citizen" as, "in the case

of an individual, . . . a native born, derivative, or

naturalized citizen of the United States." 46 C.F.R.

_46.03-1 (1972). This certainly indicates, if it does.

not chow, that nationals of the United States are not

!i considered citizens for these purposes, despite the

similarity in their obligations to the country_

Legal entities must meet special requirements

to be consfdered citizens. Under 46 U.S.C.A. _802(a)

(Supp. 1973), a corporation, partnership or association

is a citizen of the United States only if "the controlling

interest [75 per cent interest if the vessel is to participate

*/ Several of the statutes relating to the nationality of
crews provide a definition of sorts by referring to "citizens
of the United States, native-born or completely naturalized,"
e._g__, 46 U.S.C. §_672a(a), (b) , i132(a) , (b) , but this is
not always so, __u', 460 U.S.C. §242 (1970) (refers just to
"citizens of the United States").
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1 ..... ~ i',

¢i

!I in the coastwise trade] is owned by citizens of the United

i States, and . . . its president. . . and chairman of its

•! 0
I •

_! board . . . are citizens of the United States and . . . a
ij •

_I [majority] of the number necessary to constitute a quorum
ii

ii are [citizens] and the corporation itself is organized :

i! under the laws of the United Stakes or of a state [or]
I'

territory . . . ."

i: ' These restrictions and many others in the 1r;

maritime laws _ay pose a problem,in the Mariana& prior to

termination when most persons will not be U.S. citizens, and

after termination when some residents may cho'ose national

status instead of citizenship. The problem goes

\ •

beyond the disadvantages which will be suffered by the

nationals, for presumably those who make that decision

will have a basis for it. There are situations where

citizens may be hurt as well. It may be hard for a

corporation to meet the definition of citizen, for example;

i

this may work to the disadvantage of many more persons than

the nationals involved. Even worse, a wrong guess about
i

whether a person is a national or a citizen could result

in criminal liability. Under 46 U.S.C. _835(b)(i) (1970),

no vessel owned in whole or in part by a citizen or

corporation Organized under the laws of the United States

or any State or territory may be transferred during a

"" ' 401 Zn6



• national emergency to any person "not a citizen of the United

States without the prior approve! of the Secretary of Commerce."

That Section provides for a criminal penalty as well as forfeiture

of the offending Vessel. "Vessel" means "every description of '

watercraft or other artificial contrivance used, or capable of

being used, as a means of transportation on water," 1 U.S.C._.

S
S 3 (Supp. 1973). See United States v. Vessel FL4127SE, 311

F. Supp. 1353 (S.D. Fla. 1970) (23 -1/2 foot speedboat

forfeited) ; see also 46 U.S.C.A. @ 808 (Supp. 1973) (unlawful

any vessel "documented under the laws of the I
to transfer

W

United S_:a_es" or any interest therein "to any person

not a citizen of the United States" without approval of [
L

the Secretary of Commerce; fine and forfeiture provided

for violation).

I



Discussion of Title VIII -- United States

Financial Assistance

.Section 801:

Section 801 of the present draft provides that

the United States will supply direct financial support to

the Commonwealth for local government operations and pro-

grams, for capital improvement projects and for economic

development. It provides further that such support will

continue Until the people of the Commonwealth have achieved

a standard of living comparable to that found in other parts

of the United States and until the Government of the Common-
: • . 0 . . ...

wealth can meet the financial responsibilities of self-govern-

ment from its own resources.

Section 801 differs in several significant respects

from the comparable provision of the U.S. draft, Article VI,

Section 601. First, that section of the U.S. draft is ex-

_ tremely vague in stating when the obligations of the United

States to provide financial assistance would be satisfied.

It provides merely that the United States will provide finan-

cial support in order to "facilitate the achievement of

economic self-sufficiency and higher standards of living"

for the people of the Commonwealth. The use of the term

"facilitate" could be construed as indicating only a short-

term conm_itment for financial aid, rather than a commitment
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to provide such aid until thestated goals have been

reached_ The present draft, in contrast, makes clear that

"the U.S. Government is co_mitting itself to provide aid

until the economic goals specified in Section 801 have been

reached.

Second, while the present draft specifies that

one goal of providing financial assistance is to bring the

Commonwealth up to a standard of living comparable to that

found in other parts of the United States, the U.S. draft

refers to the goal simply in terms of a "higher standard of

living., ]%ithough the goal of a "higher standard oo< !i_ing" _:

is in itself acceptable, it must be made clear that the refer-

.'" ence point for determining whether the desired level has b_en

reached is the standard of living found in other parts of the

United States.

Xn addition, the present draft refers to the goal

of placing the Commonwealth Government in a Position to meet

the financial responsibilities of self-government from its

o_m resources. The goal stated in the UoS. draft of "economic

self-sufficiency" may reflect this same idea, but again is
._/

vague and open to conflicting interpretations.

*/ These distinctions between the goals of the U.S. and the
goals of the MPSC were articulated by the U.S. and MPSC at the
December 1973 negotiating session. See "United States Presenta-
tion on Phase II Goals and Financial Assistance," submitted
December 113, 1973 where it was stated that the United

States is committed to a significant increase in per
caplta _ncome _ p_-og_-essiv_ development toward economic

[footnote continued on next page _
401 Z49
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Finally, while Section 801 of the present draft

defines the obligations of the U.S. "alone, the U.S. draft

speaks in terms of a joint effort by the Commonwealth and

the United States to increase the economic level of the

Marianas. We believe that the emphasis of the present draft

on the United States commitment to economic development,

without reference to financial contributions to be made by

the Common_Tealth, is appropriate. It goes without saying

that the people of the Commonwealth will carry the major

burden of economic development. The important question is

_-_:::i:._._,._.......':_f_:a_-'%_ _'U_"_ _ '_i_l'.lcontribute to. h_ ip, them hear ,._.h_t,b.urden.

Section 802:

Section 802 of the present draft provides for direct

financial assistance from the United States, Which shall con-

sist of guaranteed levels of economic support for periods of

not less than _e_ years. Article Vl, Subsection 602_a) _I) of the

U.S. draft provides for direct financial assistance for the five

years following the effective date of that sec£ion, but says

[footnote continued from previous page]

self-sufficiency; and "MPSC Response to the United States
Presentation on Phase II Goals and Financial Assistance,"

submitted December 15, 1973 whe_e it _as made clear that eco-

nomic self-sufficiency is not _h_gnl_!egi._i/_ate_9oa_an_tcom-

plete transition to a new political status will not be accom-

plished until• the Marianas are a self-sufficient member of the

American political family with a level of economic deve!opment

which will provide a standard of living comparable to that

, enjoyed by other Americans.
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nothing about whether future aid shall also be provided in
*_/

multi-year periods.

The present draft provides for continued multi-year

commitments by the U.S..so as to permit orderly planning for
e

government operations and economic development by the Cormnon-

wealth Government. This approach is in lieu of yearly appro-

priations, which in addition to making planning difficult, would

be inconsistent with the concept of local control over local

affairs and would create an expensive and time consu/ning yearly

diversion of the. attention of local government officials

•":.:if::'.'-.'.":.'..:'G.:_:._Owar.d_:..._h.ing.tQ.q.,..D,,:.C_,,...y.h_re_they must .seek funds, and
..... . • ...:..:.• _...,-.-._.:..:,.'.:..:.y_:,.,._..'_...:_:_;...._..':.:.&:_,;._.._._...-,,...._:'..._'....:...:..:. -_...1/ .

" • " " • ::...."....."""'"'"':'"'."f.<":':_'_'_""5..
away from the problems of the Ma._cianas. _,

Section 803:

Subsection B03(a) of the draft provides for the

authorization of and appropriation • of $I0 million for the

budgetary support of government operations, $4.5 million for

capital improvements, and $1.5 million for an economic development

loan fund in each of five fiscal years. Subsection 602(a)(1) _"

of the Covenant @rovides for essentially the same categories of

assistance. Although not entirely clear, it appears that Subsectior

*_ The December .i973 Joint Communique also left this question
open.

!

/

/
/

/

i
,__.
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602(a) (I) of the U.S. draft is intended _o require that the funds

appropriated for economic development loan fund be made available _i
,i

to the people of the Commonwealth in the form of long-term,

low-interest rate loans. This requirement has not been included

in the present draft since the Commonwealth, as a self-governing

political body_ should have the opportunity to determine for

itse3.f the tetras of the loans made from this fund. Nonethe-

less, the Unit_id States may take some comfort from the fact _

that long-term, low-interest-rate loans are the most practical

utilization of the loan fund and therefore that its suggestion

is likely to be implemented.

Subsection 803(b) of the draft provides that

be provided for that period between the effective date of this

Section and the beginning of fiscal year 1978. Though there is

no comparable provision in the U.S. version, this appropriation

aeems entirely reasonable. It will make funds available immediately

after the Commonwealth comes into effect, and will avoid the

difficulties involved in waiting until the artificial date of the

I beginning of a fiscal year.
J

Subsection 803(c) provides for adjusting the guaranteed

annual levels of direct _rant assistance by an inflation factor.

Our discussions with the economic consultant indicate that it would

be possible'to build such an inflation factor into the levels

appropriated rather than including a separate provision in the

Agreement. But a built-in inflation factor is based upon estimates

" o_ _Uture inflation which could be incorrect. A separate provision

? _'

401.Z, Z
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for inflation insures that the increase in amount will accurately

reflect the actual change in cost. i

Section 803 (d) provides that upon the expiration of

the period of guaranteed annual direct grant assistance, the

amount paid in each of the categories listed in Subsection (a)

shall continue until Congress passes a law appropriating a

different amount. This assures that there will be no gap in direct

payments because Congress has failed to act.

i

40.!.Z. 3
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section 8(14:

section 804 of the present draft, providing for an

annual report from the Commonwealth to the President and
0

Congress of the United States on the administration of the

funds transferred to the Government of the commonwealth pur-

suant to section 803, is essentially the sam_ as Title VI,

Section 602 of the U.S. draft.

Section 805:

Section 805 provides that not later than two years

prior to -the expiration of any multi-year period for which a
• . . • .

_%::;_.i,_._..:_,_?_,..._._._._;_2.:::......... .,_.:.,;_._.:._,_.,_;._,.,_,:"" • "..v.....:_......._ ,_.. ..,.... :.. _-.:,-.-;.::,..,. ......... ...," ......,,..._j.,,t_,_.;._:_" .:,_.'....._,, _:_:-.... .:.._,..'.....,_:__...%:,_;_
co_nitment of guaranteed.ann_al levels of financial assistance

has been made, representatives of the United States government

_ and representatives of the Commonwealth shall meet to discuss

the annual levels of guaranteed assistance required for the

next proceeding multi-year period. This provision is similar

to Article VI, Subsection 602(a) (•I) of the U.S. draft providing

for a revie_ by the United States and the Commonwealth after

the first five-year period of direct appropriation has ended

in order to determine the level at which the appropriations

should be continued "in light of changing conditions." While

the U.S. draft, however, only provides for a meeting at the

end of the first appropriation period, the present draft pro-

vides'for such meetings in conjunction with each multi-year

appropriation. Further, while the U.S. draft sets the timing

for such a meeting at the end of the appropriation period, the
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present draft provides for the meeting before the appropriation

has run out, so that continuity of support from the United

States cart be assured.

The U.S. draft makes no provision for the conduct of

the meetings. The present draft in Subsection 805(b), however_

provides that the parties shall negotiate in good faith to

reach agreement on the level of financial assistance

necessary to raise the average level of per capita income

in the Coramonwealth, to move the Commonwealth progressively

. toward economic self-sufficiency, to build toward an adequate

physical, economic, andsocialinfrastructure, to provide

promote the economic development of the Commonwealth.

Recognizing the legitimate interest of the United

States in gradually decreasingthe level of direct economic

support provided to the Commonwealth, Subsection 805Cc) provides

that in these negotiations the parties shall take into consid-

eration not only the needs of the people, but also their

capacity to shoulder an increasing tax burden and to supple-

ment and expand their sources of revenue otherwise than from

direct financial assistance of the United States.

Subsection 805Cd_ _rovides that the _arties to these

negotiations shall prepare a report setting forth their recom-

'mendations and that such report will be transmitted to the Chief

Executive and the Legislature of the Commonwealth and to the

President and Congress of the United States. While Congress is
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, not bound by these recommendations, it is expected that the

recommendations will play a significant part in guiding

Congress in determining the amounts to appropriat e .

Section 806:
0

Section 806 of the present draft provides authoriza-

tion for the appropriation of additional funds necessary to

carry out the provisions of the Commonwealth _greement. This

provision is not found in the U.S. draft. The purpose of

Section 806 is to ensure that if unanticipated problems arise in

implementing the Commonwealth Agreement, there is a relatively

easy method of obtaining additional funds to meet those

-,_?:;_ _,_-:......_.-_m_bie_s__:::q£':_bild _ also.be''"........interpreted'_.... as provld_ng'' authorl-

zation for the multi-year direct g=ant assistance. Because

Congress retains complete authority to determine the amount of

appropriations authorized by this section, the U.S. should be

willing to incorporate the provision into the agreement.

Sections of U.S. Draft on Financial Provisions Omitted:

Title VI of the U.S. draft dealing with the finan-

cial aspects of the Commonwealth Agreement includes all pro-

visions for "direct and indirect grant assistance and other

payments" from the United States. In contrast, Title VIII

of the present draft concentrates on the guaranteed levels of

direct economic assistance only. Thus, unlike the UoS. draft,

the present draft of the Commonwealth Agreement includes the

payments for land made available to the U.S. Government under

401.Z56o
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TitlelX (Public Property of the Commonwealth and Property

Required by the United States); the cover over provisions

under • Title VI (Taxation and Customs); appropriations for
0

transitional costs under Title XII (Transition); and funds

provided by Federal services and programs under Title IV

(Applicability of United States Laws).

|
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Discussion of Title IX -- Public Property of th e
k

Commonwealth and Proper.ty Require'd by the United States

Section 901:

Sec':ion 901 of the present draft provides
i

e

that the title and all other rights to and interests in

the real and personal property in the Mariana Islands _

District which are o_ed or held by the Government of the

Trust Territory shall be transferred to the Commonwealth

upon its establishment. Such property includes,among other

things, public lands o%_ned by the Trust Territory Government,

public buildings, and the furnishings for those buildings.

•, . .

Section 901 p:rovides further that until the termination of

the Trusteeship Agreement, the President of the United States
{

may retain the property needed for active use by the Government

of the Trust Territory in its administration of the other

WJ ,'

five districts of the Trust Territory.

Article VII, Section 701 of the U.S. draft also

provides for the transfer of real and personal property

owned by the Government of the Trust Territory to the Conamonwealth

Government. ]_ile the present draft in effect places the burden

on the United States to justify retaining property between

the establishment of the Commonwealth and the termination

of the Trusteeship, the U.S. draft gives complete discretion

to the President of the United States to determinewhether any

' */ We assume that it is likeiy that prior to the date the

Commonwea.Lth is established, the Marianas wj.l], have been 409_,._ @
administratively separated from tile other di,_tricts and -

that in the process of separation an equitable division of

roperty between the Marimnas and the other districts willave been worked out,
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property shouldl be transferred prior to termination. Since

much of the property located within the Mariana Islands

District would be of use in providing facilities to the

new Commonwealth Government and since the United States has
." %

already made a commitment to transferring public lands In

the near future, the U.S. delegation should have no serious

problem with the wording of Section 901 of the present draft.

Section 902:

f Subsection (a) of Section 902 of the present draft
• _ " . . . . . - .. ,t_Te_ _ a_2.J.-an,_ ",• .- • ,.p r...o.V..__ .s._.t_.a _,.._he....,c._._ O.nw.e.a 1..'_.h:...Gov _r _r_.n t:.':i(_£'hr_gh.: " ' ' " " "' " '" '_'"".._ :-. ._ ,...,,.:.." :'..,.: ._-_.., : .... .

Islands Public Land Corporation or its successor) sha21 enter

into leases with the United States Government for the Island

Of Farallon de Medinilla, for 250 acres of land located near

the south end of Isley Air Field, for yet undetermined amounts

.of Tinian and for such other land as the United States may
,/

need for a post office, a Coast Guard station, or the like.

Such leases would become effective on the date of the estab-
J.

. lishment of the Commonwealth Government.

*/ Section 902 and several other sections of the present
draft refer to the Public Land Transfer Act. We have drafted

these provisions on the assumption that this Act will even-
tually be passed.

• 401.Z59
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,! In contrast, Article VII, Section 702 of the

U.S. draft is vague on what kind of interests the United

States would obtain in these lands and waters after the

establishment of the Commonwealth. (Nor does it describe the

amount of land needed.) Section 702 provides that the °

Marianas Political Status Commission, the Mariana Islands

District Legislature and successor governments .(presumably

the Colamonwealth Government) will take all measures necessary

to satisfy the United States military land requirements. As

the Commission knows, however, the United States would prefer

to purchase the land needed by the United States, rather

_'-._"....':_._'::"'_"'."_ °'":' _-:',_¥':_""'":. "",..":'.v_-""":./'.V:,."..'.:_'.'_,'_." ...... " " '
t£an _to ent_r into "long-term f_i_4 _."" Thms""......7_s.":_a';':di_pute'" :''":'9_c_":......_':'"-:'_

must be settled through negotiatJon_d.

S11bsection (b) of Section 902 of the present draft

sets out the following Iten' terms whi.ch must be included

in the leases entered into for the land:

Form of Lease. Paragraph (i) of Subsection 902[b)

provides for a fifty-year term with one option to renew for

another fifty years. As drafted, this provision reflects the

Commission's position found in the December 17, 1973 "Position

Paper on Future United States Land Needs in the Marianas."

This term goes to the heart of the dispute with the United

States over how it shall obtain land for military purposes

in the Marianas.

%

*/ Section 702 provides that until termination of the Trustee-
Ship _wnlcn under the u._. draft is the date_.of _c_uJ.x_n_:_
of the Common_'ealth), t_'_ United States would have use _'_',h_.:,_

409.260
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/'" Reverter C!ause. Paragraph C2) of Subsection 902(b)

provides that if the United States fails to use the land (or

any significant portion thereof) substantially and frequently

during any five-year period for the purposes for which the land

was made available, the land shall revert to the Mariana

•, :[slands Public Lands Corporation or its successor.

Since substantial and frequent use is a term of the lease

contract, a determination of whether the land is being so used

can be made by a court and a court order can be obtained

providing for the reversion of the land. The U.S. draft in

Article VII, Section 704 suggests that agreements providing

• • for land shall con t.ain "provisions. for reversion"_ so we cg.n_," .,."..-,_._b...""_v,._...t,•...'..'.:...-.-._.....",.:';.;.'.':...':,.,'o*.".-._-'"..._,.'"...-_':.'""".._'*'".'..'.."_" "" ,._'.-."..'.A','*.,.",'.'.""_'":,'.-...... • "_:,.".._'".'-',,".'.'.

assume that the United States agrees in principle to this clause.

Deter_,ination of Lease Paym_ents. Paragraph (3) of

Subsection 902(b) is reserved for the price to be paid for the

interest in land the U.S. obtains or for a mechanism to determine

price; and for provisions relating to periodic review of the lease

payments and for adjustments for inflation.

'_ < ....
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Civilian Use of Military Land° Paragraph (4) of

Subsection 902(b) provides that consistent with the intended

use of the leased land by the United States, the people of

the Marianas shall be a_!owed maximum use of the land and

other natural resources made available under the lease .and

of the facilities built upon that land. This provision :Ls

aimed at insuring that, to the extent possible, the people

can continue using the resources for such activities as

fishing o:."farming and can use the facilities which will be

/ built for such purposes as recreation or education. No
_. ...'...._.......• -. _.......

Cor_munity Development. Paragraph (5) of Subsec-

tion 902(b) provides that the United States, to the

extent practicable, shall work jointly with the people of

the Marianas in promoting the development of the local com-

munity in the Course of building the infrastructure and

facilities necessary for U.S. Government operations. The
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intent behind this provision is to encoura9e the United

States to promote the development of the local communities

when building such thingsas roads or power plants. Such

a cooperative effort would enable the people of the Marianas

to save money :Ln many instances. Since the United States

is committed to providing funds for development of the

Marianas it too will benefit indirectly from such savings.

This provision is similar to the provision mentioned in

Article VII, Section 704 of the U.S. draft for "joint

undertakings of the parties to insure a balanced social
2 ...... • • ." - • . ". , ..

"_;'__::":":'"a_d' co_munlty:'':"'....: ..........._row_h w ".-..,._...... _..: :'_._-._.',:..._.,........_ ..,.._:'.:.':.':_.....:_ .':_....."._,

Relozation. Paragraph (6) of Subsection 902(b); es

yet incomplete, is intended to provide a commitment by the

United States to relocate persons displaced by the leases

with the United States which goes beyond the requirements

of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property

Acquisitions Policies Act, 42 U.S.C.A. § 4601 et seq.

(1974 Supp.). This paragraph can be completed when the

United States and the Commission have come closer to agreeing

on what land will be made available to the United States.

The commitment to relocate San Jose Villag_, i f:!necessary, which goes

beyond the requirements of the Uniform Relecation Assistance

Act has already'been made by the United States and thus can

be tentatively incorporated into the Commonwealth Agreement.

. 401Z3
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i)
Article .VII, Section 704. of the U.S. draft

provides for the resettlement of occupants wherever necessary.

While the United States seems agreed to this in principle,

the exact extent of the assistance which is contemplated

0

should be explored further when the land to be leased has

been determined.

Environmental Protection• Paragraph (7) of

Subsection 902(b) provides that in utilizing the land made

available to it, the United States shall act in a manner

which accords full respect to the environment of the

":_::"_"'"":'" "'""Mariana""_ ' " 'zs_a"nds:". '....Addltional":"'"_"...." _"....'""_:"'prbte_tfbn'_d....."'_"'"':'"_' _he'_nvi_b__''''"_..... '_ _'"'"":"'"

ment wilZ be provided by the National Environmental Protec-

{
tion Act, 42 U.S.C. SS 4331-4335 (1970). Article VII,

section 704 of the U.S. draft also provides that any agree-

ments on land shall Contain a provision again'st environmental

damage.

Military Procurement. Paragraph (8) of Subsection

902(b) provides that the United States shall guarantee that

when it enters into construction and supply contracts relating

to military activities which it engages in on the land made

available by the Commonwealth, the United States shall make

every effort to utilize the services of thepeople of the

Marianas. This provision is very generally drawn and it

is expected that for each lease a detailed action program



', will be negotiated in order to insure maximum utiliza£ion

of local talent and resources in the building and operation

of the military complexes.

The U.S. draft contains no similar provision, but
0

Ambassador Williams assured the Con_ission on June 3, 1973

that the United States "can and will include specific language

in its cont:2acts to ensure u_e of local contractors wherever

possible and particularly with respect to small business

contracts and non-competitive bid contracts." (Land State-

ment of Ambassador Williams, at p. 15' (June 3, 1973)).

• . ph .• G:_ievance. PrQcedureso _ar_g_a (9)_. Sub.s_c_io_.._..<...:_

902(b) provides that any person with a grievance relating

to the presence of the United States" military in the Co1_u_on-

wealth may submit such grievance to a Joint Committee on

Civil-Military Affairs. This Joint Committee shall be com- "

posed of two representatives appointed by the United States

Government (at least one of whom shall be a military officer)

," i, !

',
and three representatives appointed by _e Commonwealth Govern-

ment. While it is not expected that the Joint Committee

• shall have any judicial powers, it is hoped that such a com-

mittee can operate to settle minor difficulties in the rela-

tions between civilians of the Marianas and the United States

military before such grievances escalate into serious problems.

No similar provision is found in the U.S. draft.

4e .ZK5



Breach of the Commonwea!th_Agreement. In Paragraph

¥ I0 of Subsection 902(b) it is provided that upon an adjudication

by a court of proper jurisdiction that the United States has

breached any [provision Of the Com/nonwealth Agreement and upon

the failure of the United States to correct the breach within a .

reasonable t_me, the Government of the Commonwealth may cause the

leases to-be terminated. Under the terms of this provision, the

question whether the Commonwealth Agreement had been breached would

not be determined by the Commonwealth Government, but by a court

of proper jurisdiction. Further, even upon such an adjudication of

a breach, the Commonwealth could cause the lease to be terminated

'_....." -., ""..only::if_,hh_.un.it:ed.S tete_- re_u_e_ tO 'corr.ec.t"the' br:each .Wi%ki.n":a "_ _....

reasonable time. It should be noted, that breach of only hbose

provisions which are subject to mutual consent could lead to the

termination of the leases. This is because any action taken

which conflicted with provisions of the Commonwealth Agreement not

subject to mutual consent could not breach the Agreement, since

they are within the power of the United States•

!

Section 903:

Section 903 of the present draft provides that

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands (through the

Mariana Islands Public Land Corporation) shall enter into

covenants running with the land for the benefit of the

United States with respect to certain portions (yet to be

decided upon) of Tanapag Harbor and Isley Air Field° The _

4°
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covenants would restrict civilian use of the land in a

manner consistent with possible military use by the United

•states at a future time and would provide for the land to

be made available to the United States at such future time
©

if needed for military purposes. This was the position

which the Commission took in the December 17, 1973 "Position

Paper on Future United States Land Needs in the Marianas."

The purpose of Section 903 is to keep Tanapag Harbor and

Isley Air Field in the control of the people of the Marianas

until such time as the United States Goverlzment can show an

•_.. "... .,.. . . _ " .
.... '""":":'"c£ual n_-ed f_"'_es_'areas.-.... .,'...',.'.:';.._...:.,'.'...:....,;.,.,.,.¢" .'<<.:.'.,

Section 904:

Section 904 provides that, upon the effective date

of the leases provided for by Section 902 of the present
• ' - " " F"

draft, all rights of the United States with respect to land in

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands shall be governed by

the Commonwealth Agreement and leases entered into thereunder,

any prior agreements between the United States and the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands not withstanding. This

means, in effect, that the use and occupancy agreements

entered into between the Government of the Trust Territory

and the United States Government shall terminate.

Section 904 ef the present draft conflicts with

Article VII, Section 703(c) of the U.S. draft which provides

that nothing in the Commonwealth Agreement shall impair exist-

ing agreements between the Trust Territory Goverr_ment --_ __-_

r , _. . _la _'_<" ':o la,_,, use a,_d retent_o_ and _'L]_ _ed States .........._ ......

40 .Z7
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Commonwealth Government takes all such land subject to
t

such agreements. While it seems reasonable tha< prior to the

establishment of the Commonwealth the land transferred by the

United States to the Marianas should be subject to such "use
4

and retention" agreements, we can see no justification :for such

agreements continuing after the date when the leases become

effective. The purpose of negotiating the leases is specifi-

cally to limit U.S. ].and rights in the Marianas and so long

as the use and occupancy agreements are in effect, no mean-

ingful limitation has been established.

_'. ...."" """ - :-": Sengi.on. £ 0.5_.-'....., ... ,.. •. :,. • ,:............ ....:.....:....,',' ....., ., . ..,......:...," ...: ...¢ "-"."...:q: . .... ,,.

Section 905 of the present draft provides that "the

lease of land to the United _c_ Qov_,_-nment._.... should not be

construed as indicating that the Government of the Commonwealth

has ceded to the United States its legislative authority or

political jurisdiction over such land. No such provision is

found in /he U.S. draft.

An example of the type of jurisdiction retained by

the Commonwealth would be jurisdiction over nonmilitary crimes

committed within the leased area. The exercise of that juris-

diction, of course, must not conflict with the United States

Constitution or applicable federal laws.

The reason for including Section 905 is to ensure

that the commonwealth has some jurisdiction over the leased

areas. Under Article I, N 8, cl. 17 of £he United States
%
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Constitution, the United States automatically obtains

.exciusive jurisdiction over land provided with the con-

sent of a State legislature unless the State specifically

reserves its power. See Paul v. United States, 371 U.S.

245 (1963). In view of the way Section 207(a) is worded,

which gives the United States the powers it would have

in a State, we believe that the inclusion of this provi-

sion is necessary to safeguard the Commonwealth's

jurisdiction.

Section 906:

• _ ..,'._._.'" '.._,"° ' _ v ". _ ":" '." _.. "_.-.:_.',.._ °._" ... _.._: . ..' 7 ..,'.- :... . ¢..;,- . .°: ._°..._.'._.,.-". ","........

' Section 906 guarantees that the Commonwealth

of the Mariana Islands shall take the necessary steps

to insure that the rights and interests of the United

States under the lease agreements are protected and

guarantees that, if necessary, the Commonwealth

will exercise its power of eminent domain to obtain

the land which is to be leased to the United States

or to ma}_e effective the restrictive covenants described

in Section 903. Section 906 also provides that the Common-

wealth Government will assume the duties and responsibilities

of itspredecessors-in-interest under the lease agreements
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and covenants. Thus, should the Commonwealth Government

obtain "the land from an entity such'as the Mariana Islands

Public Land Corporation, the United States can be guaranteed

that the terms of the lease agreements and the covenant will,

remain in effect. The U.S. draft contains no similar pro-

vision, but since the purpose of Section 906 of the present

draft is to protect the United States, the U.S. delegation

is unlikely to object to the inclusion of this section in

the Commonwealth Agreement.

Section 907:

"_ .......,'/'_-"'""'. ";.- "_."_ ..:'_Sedtfo_.-9'07_t_ "out _the. pDwer_'O9 _fh_nt :'d6main "'_":

which the United States will have in the Commonwealth of

the Mariana Islands. It differs slgnifica_tlF from the

U.S. position on eminent domain expressed in Article VII,

Section 703 of the U.S. draft. Section 907 of the present

draft embodies the principles stated in the December 19,

1973 "Position Paper on the United States Eminent Domain

Power under the New Commonwealth Arrangement," which was

presented to the U.S. delegation by the Commission at the

last round of negotiations. This is an issue which will

presumably receive attention during the present round

of negotiations.
%

To Protect the scarce land resources of the Marianas

people, Subsection 907(a) of the present draft provides

, 40.!270
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thatthe United States shall never obtain an interest in

land greater than a long-term lease which shall be subject

to reversion to the Commonwealth Government in the event

of the failure of the United States to substantially and fre-

quently use the land for the purpose for which it was acquired.

Further, Subsection (b) provides, with the

exception of interests in property which extend for less

than a one-year period, that the United States must acquire

interests in land from the Commonwealth Government or its

agent, rather than from private landowners. This provision

places the Commonwealth _overnment rather than private

individuals, with little bargaining power, in the position

,_/
of negotiating with the United States.

Subsection (c) of the present draft provides that

the United States may acquire interests in land to be used

for nonml..itary purposes or interests in T_._napag

Harbor or Isley Air Field by seeking, approval for such

an interest from the Co_uonwealth Land Commission

or from the Legislature of the Commonwealth Government.

Paragraph (i) of Subsection (c) provides that

if the Legislature or the Land Commission agrees to the

amount of and the interest in the land sought by the United

*/ Any individual property owner affected will be entitled.
_o fair compensation either under the laws of the Common_

wealth or under applicable provision of the United States

Constitution. In addition, such individual would have the

right to participate as an intervenor in any judicial pro-
ceedings that might be involved.



States, but demands a higher price for that land than the

United States is willing to pay, the question of "just

compensation" shall be determined by means of a judicial

proceeding. On the other hand, if the decision of the °

Land Commission or the Legislature is not in accord with

the request made by the United States for the amount of

and the :'.nterest in the land, or if no decision is made

within a reasonable length of time, Paragraph (2) of

Subsection (c) provides that the United States may seek

a court order transferring the land to it upon payment of

just compensation. In the judicial proceedings for a court

order, the court must consider whether the United States

has a legitimate need for the land and whether the amount

of land is the minimum required to meet that need, as well

as considering such issues as are regularly involved in an

eminent domain proceeding ("taking," "public use," and "just

compensation"). Paragraph 3 of Subsection (c) makes clear

that at the request of any party to these judicial proceed-

ings, a jury trial on the issue of just compensation will

be provided.

Subsection (d) of Section 907 prohibits the United

States from seeking to acquire an interest in any land located

in the Commonwealth for military purposes by means of a

4012Z
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judicial order. This prohibition, however, is modified

to allow the United States to seek land for military

purposes in two other ways. First, the United States may

obtain land for military purposes at any time with the

agreement of the Government of the Commonwealth. Second, -i

upon a declaration of war or upon the existence of other

lawful hostile military action by the United States armed

forces and upon a declaration by the President of the

United States that particular land is needed for either of

those purposes, the United States Government will have the

authority to exercise its power of eminent domain as it

does in the several States.

We believe that Section 907 of the present draft

provides a means for the United States to satisfy unantici-

pated land needs while at the same time assuring the people

of the Marianas that their scarce land resources will be

respected. Except for the special limitations on military

acquisitions, most of the safeguards and limitations pro-

posed are similar to those proposed by the United States in

_" Section 381(d), (e),the "U.S. Commonwealth Proposal,

(f) (1)-(f)(6) and (g) and in the U.S. Draft Bill for Unincor-

porated Territories, Section 405(d)(vii). The provision

with respect to military need is considered necessary to

assure respect from the United States for the terms for any
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agreements on military land to be set forth in the Commonwealth
I

Agreement. Subsection 907(d) nonetheless assures that the

United States will be able to take land for military purposes

in emergencies.
J

Article VII, Section 701(a) of the U.S. draft

provides that the United States may acquire land for public purposes

under such terms and conditions as may: be negotiated by the parties.

Section 703(b) provides that in the event the United States is

I unable to acqu.ire property by negotiation, it may "as a last resort"

acquire property under its eminent domain power, giving compensation

for the "current fair market value of the interest acquired,

exclusive of any amount or amount,_, previously paid, gratuitously

or othe_ise, therefor." It further provides that in the

exercise of its power of eminent domain, the United States _'will

take due rega:.'d for the scarcity and special importance of land"

in the Marianas.

I

I
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Discussion of Title X -- Consultation Between

the Parties

Section I001:
J

Subsection (a) of Section I001 provides a

mechanism for holding meetings to discuss the relation- 0

ship between the Commonwealth and the United States in

order to resolve problems which may arise with the

Commonwealth Agreement. Such meetings may be called at

the request of the Commonwealth or at the request of the

United States and in any event will be held no less fre-

quently than once every five years. The U.S. draft has

no similar provision.

'_ Subsection (b) provides that the agenda for

the meeting will be determined by a representative of the

President of the United States and by the Chief Executive

of the Commonwealth. Based upon the subjects chosen for"

the agenda, the President of the United States will designate

I! _ --It I!represents,rives of appropriately high r_. from eack'

of the agencies concerned with the agenda items. Subsection (c)



' provides that the representatives'designated by the

President will meet with an equal number of duly autho-

rized representatives of the Commonwealth, who will be

chosen in a manner to be determined by the Commonwealth. 0

Subsection _d) requires that the parties must
0

negotiate in good faith in order to resolve problems raised

by the agenda items. The results of the meeting, under Sub-

section [e), will be included in a report which shall be

transmitted to the Chief Executive and Legislature of the

Commonwealth and to thePresident and Congress of the United

States.

Section 1002:

( Section 1002 of the present draft sets o_t a

number of subject areas in which the U.S. shall consult

with the Commonwealth. The first area is foreign affairs. SuD-

sectio_ 1002(a) provides that the United States give sympathetic

consideration to the advice of the Government of the Commonwealth

on international mahters directly affecting the Commonwealth.
p

This corresponds with Title V of the U.S. draft.
e

Subsection 1002(b_ of the present draft provides

thatthe United States will support membership by the

Commonwealth in regional or other international organiza-

tions which are concdrned with social, economic, educational,

scientific, technical and cultural matters of concern to

tke Commonwealth to the extent that such organizations will

<



permit this membership. The U.S. drift in Title V is very

similar and indicates the U.S. agreement with this principle. As

drafted, Subsection 1002(b) is somewhat broader than Title V

of the U.S. dzaft which only refers to international organi-

zationsconcerned with "social, economic, and cultural matters." '

The United States, however, should have no objection to the

additional categories found in the present draft since

educational, scientific and technical matters are essentially

non-political subjects with no great impact on international

relations and since these matters will be of great concern

to the Commonwealth as a developing economy.

While the U.S. draft is silent on this issue, Sub-

section 1002(b) of the present draft provides that the Comn.on-

wealth may negotiate and sign agreements with any international

organization in which it is a member provided that it has

the acquiescence of the United States Secretary of State and

provided that the agreement pertains only to the Commonwealth

and not to other parts of the United States. While not con-

flicting with U.S. authority over foreign affairs, this

provision will assure that the Commonwealth has adequate

stature as a member of such organizations. The provision is

similar to Paragraph I(b) of Annex A of the draft Compact

of Free Association which provided: "The Government of Micro-

nesia may negotiate and conclude in the name of Micronesia

agreements of a cultural, educational, financial, scientific

( or technical nature that apply only tO Micronesia with

401Z 7
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any international organization in which Micronesia is a

member. "

Like Title V of the U.S. draft, Subsection I002(c)

of the present draft provides that the United States will

assist and facilitate the establishment by the Commonwealth

of offices in the United States and abroadto encourage

local tourism and other economic or cultural interests of

the Commonwealth.

Finally, Subsection 1002(d) of the present draft

provides that the United States will consult fully with the

government of the Commonwealth in regard to the effort_ of

the United States to obtain favorable treatment by foreign

( countries for exports from the Commonwealth. Although this

provision is not found in the U.S. draft, it does reflect

the agreement of the U.S. delegation expressed in Paragraph

I.E.4 of the December 19, 1973 Joint Communique.

e/ Paraqraphs II through IV of Annex A limit such agree-
ments to those not conflicting with the international commit-
ments,responsibilities, or policies of the United States.

%
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( Disc_ssion of Title Xl -- D e_leqate, and "

•Resid.ent Commissioner

Title XI deals with the representation of the

Commonwealth in the United States Congress. The. U.S, draft

does not cove:._ this question at all. Section II01 provides

'that at the time the population of the Commonwealth of the

Mariana Islands reaches 50,000 persons (or at such earlier

time as Congress shall provide) the Commonwealth will be

entitled to its own nonvoting Delegate in the United States

Congress, whose status would be similar to that of the non-

voting Delegates from Guam, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico,

and the District of Columbia. Section ll02 provides that until

a nonvoting delegate is selected in accordance with Sectio_ l!01,

the Commonwealth shall be represented in Washington by a Resident

Commissioners who shall receive official recognition as such a

Commissioner by all of the departments and agencies of the U.S.

Government. The status of this Resident _Commissioner
would be

similar to that of the Delegate-at-Large from American Samoa " tl

J

., : _. . .
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Title XI has been drafted in this manner .beL !

cause _Ith_ppears,_, i;_._._?_,_.athat certain members of Congress

are opposed to inaving a nonvoting Delegate from the Common-

wealth at the present time. This opposition is apparently
e

based on the relatively small population of the Marianas in

comparison to the average size of the population represented

by U.S. Representatives or even compared with the size of the

population represented by the nonvoting Delegates from Guam i

and the Virgin Islands. _ile the United States delegation

in the June 1973 Joint Communique committed itself to supporting i

a request by the Commonwealth for a nonvoting Delegatei__is_question-

<ab.le whgthg_ such support would be effective in overcoming L_

Congressional opposition on this question, because Congress

believes the issue of a Delegate is peculiarly within its

discretion.
'. /

If the Agreement were drafted to provide for a

Commonwealth Delegate from the beginning of Commonwealth status

and if congress refused to approve that provision, the

refusal would constitute a substantive change in the

Commonwealth Agreement, and as a result, the Agreement '--

with the omission or amendment of that provision -- would

probably have to be resubmitted to the people of the

Mariana Islands. Under these circumstances, opponents

of Commonwealth 'status could use the refusal of Congress

to allow the commonwealth a nonvoting Deleqate as a
% ,I
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rallying point in an attempt to defeat the Commonwealth

Agreement on the second vote. This threat s6_ems especially

serious if the provision for a Delegate were the only sub-

stantive change in the Agreement -- so that th@ second

plebiscite, would focus on this issue alone.

It is hoped that the approach taken in this present

draft of the Commonwealth Agreement can satisfy both the

Congress of the United States and th_ people of the Marianas.

Since the major Congressional concern expressed appears to

be the small population of the Marianas, the 50,000 person

populatio]_ figure should alleviate that concern. The 50,000

"" : "figure was arrived at because it" co_'_r.elates roughly'with the

population of the Virgin Islands in 1970 when it received &

nonvoting delegate. _*/

Q

*/ If t-he population approach should prove unacceptable, an
_iternative approach would be to provide that after a certain
number of years -- regardless of propulation --there will be
a nonvoting Delegate from the Conunonwealth.
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Subsections (a)-(e) of Section ll01 set out the

more detailed provisions applicable to a nonvoting Delegate from

the Commonwealth.
These Provisions are similar

to those found in the Act of Congress providing for

Delegates to Congress from Guam and the Virgin Islands

(48 U.S.G.A. S_ 1711-1715 (].974 Supp.)), but are also based °

upon consideration of the provisions governing the Resident

Commissioner from Puerto Rico (48 U.S.C. _S 891-894 (1970)) and

the Delegate from the District of Columbia (Act of Sept. 22,

1970, Tit. II, §202, 84 Star. 848).

J

"": " "'_''" ": "" _'_" " ;" "" "" ;"_ ":" : "':.. ....r'_. "" "'". ". '.-'_. ," " ..'- " " - ._ .: • .' • " .. "" "._ _ o" . • :.,.. :..

The present draft of the Commonwealth Agreement

does not specify how the elections for the Delegate_k shall

I " "be conducted, but merely provides in Section: l!01 , _i that

the qualified electors of the Commonwealth _ - _- _

' " ':-": _t_i "-:_' ,,_-, _ _-shall choose a

Delegate at a general election. This approach closely

resembles that taken in 48 U.S.C. S 891 for election of the

Puerto Rican Delegate where the details of the election

are left to the Puerto Rican Legislature. It is unlike the pro-

vision governing the election for Delegates from Guam and

the Virgin Islands, which specifies' that the Delegates shall
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be elected by Separate ballots and includes a procedure for

run-off elections. 48 U.S.C.A. _ 1712. The Act relating to

Guam and the Virgin Islands also specifically gives to the

territorial legislatures all powers to enact laws pertaining

to the elections which are not otherwise provided. 48 U.S.C.A.

1714. As a self-governing Commonwealth, such powers to

determine election procedures can be presumed to exist in the

Commonwealth Legislature. I

Subsection ll01(a) provides that the Delegate is i

• ent_ fled to rec.eiv.e, official recognition bY..all the departments
"'" "" :'- C "." _"": • "'_" • ."': .... " : ' " ".' " ".. '- ", " _" "'.' "_"". '" f - _" "" " "'_"".... -'"-

and agencies of the Government of the United States upon p_-esentation

through the Department of State of a cert_o_ic_, of election frem

' the Chief Executive of the Commonwealth. Though this provision :

is not found in the Act providing nelegates from Guam and the Virgin

' Islands, it is found in the Act providing a Delegate from Puerto Rico.

48 •U.S.C. § 891. It has been included in the present

draft because the need to present such a certificate may

suggest the more independent status of Puerto Rico, as

opposed to the £erritorial status of Guam and the Virgin

Islands. ..

• ' 401.z 3
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S_bsection ll01(b) provides that the "

Delegate will have the same compensation, allowances, an_ Jl

benefits as a member of the House of Representatives and be

entitled to all privileges and immunities of office as a

Representative in the House of Representatives. However, the
I

Delegate wou[d not have a vote on the floor of the House, would

receive only 60% of the allowance of a full member for hiring

a_staff, and would be reimbursed for only four round trips each

year between the Commonwealth and Washington, D.C. This sub-

section is modeled closely on 48 U.SoCoA. § 1715p providing for

Delegates from Guam and the Virgin Islands.

Subsection il01 (c) provides that the Delegate must

be 25 years of age on the date of his election; must be a ci_Ize£

the United States; must be a resident of the Commonwealth; and must

not be a candidate for any other office on the date of election.

The only substantive difference between this subsection

and 48 U.S.C.A._ S 1713 for the Guam and Virgin Islands

Delegates is that those Delegates must have been citizens of

the United States for at least seven years prior to the'

date of their election. Since the people of the Marianas

will not generally become U.S. citizens until, after the

termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, a.requirement of

..
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• °_

seven years of United States citizenship would appear to

•res.tr.ict[undUly_ the number of persons from the Marianas

who could hold the office of Delegate.

Subsection:: l101 (d) __provides_i;that,t]%e:.'_:_i.:.'_......._:.

initial term of offi'ce for the Delegate'.' would expire

on the third of January of the next proceeding
I

odd:-, numbered year following _.ih!s_:election and that

from that time on the term of office would be two years.

The two-year term is presently provided for all United
o/

States Representatives and for the Delegates from Guam and the

• Virg.in Islands...The Con_mission., -however, might, want ,tQ.....

consider the possibility of a four-year term for the

Delegate'.,. The Puerto Rican Resident Corcunissione_" has a

four-year term (48 U.S.C. S 891) and this longer length

provides the advantage of requiring less frequent campaigning,

On the other hand, a four-year term provides the possible

disadvantage of making a Delegate less responsive to the

wishes of the people.

Should a vacancy occur in the office of the Delegate

because Of' death, resignation, or permanent disability, sub-

section: !101(e) ;..:_proVideS _:. :.I.C,-.that a special election

shall be scheduled by the Chief Executive of the Commonwealth.,
b'

the office. This provision is similar to 48"U.S.C.A. § 1712

of the Act_ providing for Delegates from Guam and the Virgin

Islands.

4o!.z.n5
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Section 1102, providing for the Resident

Commissioner, is drafted so that the United states would pay

the majority of the Commissioner's costs in Washington, and

would pay his salary and the cost of four round trips a year
i

between Washington and the Commonwealth. We believe that

placing the burden for the cost of a Resident Commissioner on

the United States is justified because a self-governing

territory such as the Con_monwealth should be assured of some

adequate representation in Washington, even if Congress does n6t

believe the Commonwealth's population is great enough to

warrant a nonvoting Delegate in the House.
• . . • . . • . . ° .° . ,.
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Discussion of Title XII -- Transition

Section 1201:

Section 1201 provides procedures for approval

of the Commonwealtk Agreement. Subsection (ia) declares

that the Ag'reement shall become mutually b±nding between

the parties:, and effective in accordance with its terms

when both the United States and the people of the Marianas

have given their approval. This approach differs from that

of the U.S. draft, which would not make the Agreement binding
.. -,

or eff@ctive Cwith certain limited exceptions) until after
\

the United Nations Trusteeship Agreement has been terminated.
_ ,%-'.,,. _ _ _ _. o ' .. . • . -

This _ssue is discussed above in connection with Title iI

of the present draft°

Subsection [b) of the present draft provides

the proced'Ires for approval of the Commonwealth Agreement

by the people of the Marianas. Paragraph (!) provides that

, after the signing of the Agreement by the Marianas Political

Status Commission, it shall be submitted to the Mariana Islands

District Legislature for approval by a majority of all

members authorized to vote. As drafted, the Commission must

make the submission "promptly" after signing. No time frame

is provided within which the District Legislature

must act because we have assumed that the Legislature
>

will vote on this important issue as soon as practically

401Z 7
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possible. The U.S. draft in the conclusion of the Title

section Cp. 41 provides for similar approval by the

Mariana Islands District Legislature.

Subsection Cbl (.2)• provides that within thirty

days afte]_-approval by tSe Mariana Islands District Le'gis-

lature, the H_.gh Commissioner will issue a proclamation for

& plebiscite on the Agreement which must be held within

....:j_120;::3.,::daysafter the date of the proclamation. All residents

of the Mariana Islands District who would be entitled to vote
r.

in a general election in the District if such election were

• . . . ..... ." . . . . • .

• "" ....":" ""':::"_'eid_n"th_" di_"/_e p]ebi_6"_t/'_s 66_d__heE" wi:li "b&/ enti_ied":'".......

to 'vote in the referendum. That provision comports with

the U.S. draft. (p.4).

Although we considered the possibility of limiting

the vote on the plebiscite to domiciliaries, rather than

residents of the Marianas, we eventually rejected that
Y/

approach. The reason for considering a limitation on the right

to vote in the plebiscite to domiciliaries was .to prevent

persons who are residents of both the Marianas and another

District, but who do not plan to remain in the Marianas,

from vot£:.%g in the election. Such persons, it was thought,

*/ See Section 306 of the present draft for a definition
of "domicLle."

.. 40?.Z.S



would not have the same stake in the question of Common-

wealth status as residents of the Marianas who intend to

remain there.

k_ile we believe there would be no problem legally

witk limiting the vote to domiciliaries, there are some

practical factors which have influenced us to use the

test of residence. First, the limited facutal investigation we

could make in Washington, D.C. indicated that the n_nber of per-

sons falling into the category of multiple residents would not

be significant. Second, limiting the vote to domiciliaries would

considerably complicatethe determination of who is eligible to

vote in the plebiscite. Since the criteria of domicile is differ-

ent fror._ the criteria of residence used presently in the Trust

( Territory for registering voters (43 _T.C _ 253 (1970)),

a whole new registration process would have to be accomp-

lished in the relatively short time between the High Com-

missioner's proclamation of a plebiscite and the date of

the plebiscite. It is possible that a number of otherwise

eligible voters might not take the opportunity to register
*/

and thus would be unable to vote in the plebiscite. Should

that happen, the approval of the Commonwealth Agreement could

appear to both Congress and the United Nations as having been

*/ The likelihood of persons not registering is increased by

t_e fact that under the present law persons need only regis-

ter once unless they change their address or their name.

43 TTC 255(2) (1970). Thus, many persons might be confused

about whether registration was required.

(
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given by toe sma!i a number of people to represent a true

mandate from the people on Commonwealth status.

Subsection 1201(.b)_ [2) provi_des that the people

of the Marianas parti_cipating in the plebiscite will be

asked to vote "yes" or "no" on the following proposition:

"The people of the Mariana rslands District

hereby approve the Agreement to Create a

Self-Governing Con_onwealhh of the Mariana
Islands in Political Union with the Unihed

Suates of America."

Although the Commonwealth Agreement is drafted in English, the

Commission lnay want to consider whether the question should be

put to the [people in Chamorro also. _ : .- i..;_:__ : .......0

"-r

."Jhe U.S. draft is silent on the question which will be

**/

(i. put to the people of the Marianas in the plebiscite. The

formulation of the question presented to the people seems

sufficiently important so that it should be agreed upon

between the parties.

*/ Furthermore, the additional registration process could

be largely ineffective in separating Out people domiciled

in the Marianas from those who are merely residents. Since

"domicile" means the place where a person maintains a residence

with the intention of continuing such residence for an unlimited

or indefinite period and to which he has the intention of return-

ing whenever absent, even for an extended period, it must be

determined in large part by what individuals themselves say

they intend to do. Therefore, anyone interested in voting in

the election would only need to state that he intended to stay

in the Marianas.. An effort to go behind such a statement

could lead to a significant number of contested registrations

which would be difficult to resolve prior to the plebiscite.

**/ As drafted, the question in Section 1201 (b)(2) of the

present draft is similar to the formulation of the question

to be presented to the people in the constitutional re' -endure

Ct>und in Article If, Section 9. (a) of the [/ S. draft°

404.Z90



Sub_ection l_01(b) (2) provides the people of the "

Marianas with no •opportunity to vote on any • alternative be-

sides Commonwealth status. This raises the problem that the

United Nations might conclude that the United States had not

given the people of the Marianas a true opportunity for self- 0

determination and would, for that reason, refuse • to terminate

the Trusteeship• At this point, however, there seems no'

practical means of providing in the Agreement for the people

to be presented with other alternatives in the plebiscite.

The most obvious alternative for the Marianas is to remain

w_th the other Districts of the Trust Territory and be

, included_in the Free Assgci_t_n Agreement wi_h tb_ United

States. However, un£il the qoestion of Free Association is

( worked out between the other districts of the Trust Terri-

tory and the United States, the people of the Marianas

could make no meaningful decision on whether such a status

would be desirable. Should the Agreement on Free Associa-

tion be in •final form at approximately the same time as the
p

CommonweaLth Agreement, the Commission will have to face the

question whether it is desirable _o present both alternatives

to the voters.

Neither this draft of the Commonv._ealth Agreement

nor the U oS. draft includes an_ reference to having United.

"-' i,_e,tionsobservers at the plebiscite. There is precedent

40! Z91
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for allo_ing no U.N. participation in such plebiscites.

It ks polnted out in UNITAR, S_a1l' State's "and Terr:itories

(1971) at 165, 166, that administering authorities (.with

the exception of New Zealand and Spain_ have been most

reluctant to accept any U.N. presence during elections or
*/

plebiscites bearing on a change of international status.

Nonetheless • DeSmith in his book Microstates and Micronesia

suggests that U.N. participation can be helpful in favorably

influencing.the members of the United Nations who view

proposals for a continuing link between administering

authorities and their trusteeships as a remnant of
**/ .. .

....- _ : ...,.. 'colohialis_. .""." _ ." ..i-._:. : ''. •"" .: "...... _" ' " '""

Despite DeSmith's argument, it does not appear

I as necessarily in the interests of the Mari anas to demand

UnitedNations observers. It is possible that the United

Nations would refuse to send observers because of political

opposition within the United Nations to the continuing link

proposed between the United States and the Marianas or because

of a belief that insufficient alternatives are being offered

to the people in the plebiscite. This refusal would establish

on the record that the United Nations considered the plebiscite

*/ Apparently, even the U.N. has rarely specified that it
s--hould participate actively in the outline and discussion of
the options presented to the people. Se___eUNITAR, supra, at 165.

• **/ See S. DeSmith, Microstates and Micronesia (1970) at 51.

!
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of questionable validity for determining eventual status

and make the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement more

difficult to attain. Since the United States has a s£rong

interest in termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, it

seems practical to allow its representatives in the United
f

Nations to evaluate at a date closer to the plebiscite

whether the request for a U.N. observer would be wise.

Subsection 1201(c) of the present draft provides

for approval of the Commonwealth Agreement by the United
°,

States. The _language used is the same as thit used in

.... the: p_eamble.of t_e..presen_ dr&ft,.and provides that the_ . •......=

Agreement shall be enacted into law in accordance with

( the constitutional processes of the united states. As

explained above in connection with the discussion of the Preamble,

this language clearly contemplates that the Agreement will be

acted upon by Congress and be approved by either an act or joint

resolution -- thus having the full force and effect of law.

Although the U.S. draft (p. 4) merely says that the United

States will give approval "in accordance with its constitutional

processes," discussions with the U.S. suggest that the U.S.

delegation also wants the Agreement acted upon by Congress so

that it wili become law.



l
2

Section 1202{

Section 1202 covers the question of drafting

and adoption of a Constitution for the Commonwealth. Sub-

section (a) provides that after approval of the Co_nonwealth

Agreement bz the people of the °Marianas, the Mariana
0

Islands D_strict Legislature shall establish a convention

to draft the Constitution. This subsection is drafted so

that the Constitutional Convention can begin prior to approval

of the Commonwealth Agreement by the United States if the

Mariana Isl_nds District Legislature should so desire. The

U.S. draft in Article I_I, Section 202 does not provide this

flexibility s_nce that section _read in conjunction with
f

Article VIIi, Section 801 of the U.S. draft_ does not be-

( come effective until after approval. Although beginning a

Constitutional Convention prior to approval could possibly

be a futile action _f Congress never approved the Agreement,

it appears that this problem can be minimized by a judicious

evaluation of the chances for approval of the Agreement at

some time after the Agreement has been submitted to Congress.

Furthermore, the work of the Convention could have a favor-
J

able influence on Congress. Congress would be able to get a

better idea of what the Constitution would contain, and a

Convention would be an obvious manifestation of the serious

interest of the people of the Marianas in having their own

Constitution.

v
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Although Article It, Section 202 of the U.S. draft

provides that "[e]ack of the present electoral districts

within the Mariana Islands District will _e represented in

the Const_tutlonal Convention," no similar provision has been

_ncluded in the present draft, h_le we presume that all

distinct geographic areas of the Marbanas will be represented

at the Convention, we Could not understand the rationale

behind the U. c,_,. requirement that t_e present electoral

distr_cts be represented. I£ would appear better to leave

the composlt_on of the Constitutional Convention in the hands
*/

of the Mariana rslands District Legislature.-- Should the

United States delegation give a strong and acceptable ration-

_le for 5"nclu_Ing this requirement, then the present draft

can be changed.

Subsection _) of Section 1202 of the present

draft provides for a vote on the Constitution after approval

of the Commonwealth Agreement. The U.S. draft, in contrast,

provides in Section 203 of Article II that before approval

of the Constitution by the people of the Marianas, it shall

be found by the United States to be consistent with the

Commonwealth Agreement. We believe that in conformity with

the principle of self-government for the Marianas, it is

more appropriate for the people of the Marianas to have the

first opport'_nity to,decide the acceptability of their

*_ Moreover, the use by the United States of the term
_present" electoral districts would mean that if those dis-

and the Constitutional Convention, the old districts woL..:'

_' "].3. have to be represented. 401.Z9 S



Constitution. Original approval by the United •States, even

though only on the questio n of the Constitution'sconsistency

with the Commonwealth Agreement, detracts from the important

idea that the people of the Marianas are determining their 0

own form of government. As drafted, the procedure conforms

to the Puerto Rican experience where the constitution was

approved by the people prior to approval by the United States.

See 48 U.S.C. §_ 731c, 731d (1970). The risk that the

United States would later refuse to approve the Constitution

can be minimized by •allowing for some kind of working rela-
J

tlonship with the United States during the Constitutional

Convention.

( Subsection (b_ of Section 1202 provides further

that the Chairman of the Constitutional Convention shall in-

form the l[igh Commissioner that the Constitution is completed

and the High Commissioner, within thirty days of being so

informedj shall issue a proclamation for a referendum on
O,.

the Constitution to be held not more than I_120-._'days after

the date of the proclamation. This procedure conforms with

Section 204_ of Article !I of the U.S. draft except that the

U.S. draft does not provide for any role to be played by the

Chairman of the Constitutional Convention. We believe that

the Chairman should play an active role in the procedures

set out for approval, since he directly represents the people

of the Marianas, _ereas the High Co_nissioner is more

accurately viewed as a representative of the United S_ .tes.
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As w_th the plebiscite, Subsection (.b)_provides

that all res._dents who would be el_b!gle, to vote in a genera.!

elect_:.on in the District wil]. be eligible to vote 'on the

question of "the Constitution. The U.S. draft contains

no d_scussion of who would be el_gible to vote in the refer-
*

endure, but the standard used _n the present draft conforms

w_th the standard used by the U.S. draft (.p.4). for determ-

ining who votes in the plebiscite on the Agreement.

The question put' tO the people will be whether

they vote "yes" or "no" on the follow_ng proposition:

"The people of the Mariana Islands District
hereby adopt the Constitution of the Common-
wealth of. the .Mar/.ana Islands as. proposed by
the Censtitutional Convention."

Here, too, the Commission may want to consider whether the
\ 6

question should be put to the people in Chamorro as well as I
{

English. If a majority

vote yes, the Constitution will be approved. The High Commissioner,

within thirty days of the referendum, shall certify the results

of the referend'am to the Chairman of the Constitutional .Conven-

tion, who shall within seven days certify the results of the
l

referendum to the President of the United States for a determina-

tion that the Constitution is consistent with the Commonwealth

Agreement. This provision is basically the same as Section 204(b)

of Article II of.the'U.S, draft, except that in the U.S. draft

it is the High Commissioner who certifies the results to the

President.
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Subsection [c) of Section 1202 provides that within

thirty days of receiving a certification from the Chairman of

the Constitutional Convention that £he Constitution has been

•approved, the President of the United States shall determine

whether the Constitution as approved is consistent with this

._/
Commonwealth Agreement. It is to be expected that by the

time the Constitution reaches the President, his advisers will

have already made such a determination on an informal basis.

The U.S. draft in Section 2•03 of Article II provides that this

determination shall be made by Congress, as had previously i

seemed desirable. The present draft provides for certification

• .... by the President i rath.er tha_n Conqress-, beca'_.se it is very • •..

difficult in practice to limit the scope of congressional review

of the Constitution solely to its conformity with the Con_monwealth

**__/
Agreement, and because a limited scope of review is more consistent

with self-government in the Marianas than an indeterminate scope.

&.

_/ Article II, Section 203 •of the U.S. draft provides that
the work of the Constitutional Convention must be accomplished

within one year.

**/ Article.__I, Section 203 of the U.S. draft provides for
c_--determination that, the Constitution i's not contrary to the

applicable provisions of the Constitution of the United States

and applicable_ federal la_, as well as the Conunonwealth Agree-
ment. We believe those additional dete__minations are implicitly

encompassed within a determination that the Constitution of
the Commonwealth is consistent with the Commonwealth Agreement.

_ - | ' , • .
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Moreo'ver,.. _:i,.,.._a Presidential certification will provide the
I

same amount of stature to the Constitution as a Congressional

certification.

: Under Subsection _c) of Section 1202, if the

President finds that the Constitution ks not consistent

with the Con_onwealth Agreement, he must _mmediately certify

that determination and the reasons for that determination

to the Chairman of the Constitutional Convention for further

" action. "For further action" means that the Constitutional

Conventlcn shall dec_de at that point how the President can

be persus,ded to change that determination and shall, if

"'""'" "'"" : "....... " ' ':"" 'the" ' "pie ""necessary-, submit a revised version to "peo . After

the action of the Constitutional Convention, the Presiden_

must again examine these provisions for consistency with

the Agreement. The procedureis repeated until the President

certifies to the Chairman of the Convention that the Con_ •

stitut_on is consistent with the Agreement. The procedures

provided by Section 1202(.c) of the present draft are ess.en-

t_ally consistent with those provided by Sectio'n 203 of

• Article I! of theU.S, draft.

J

Section 1203;

Section 1203 ofthe present draft provides that

within 30 days of the Presidential certification that the
I

Cons_itu_lon is consistent with the ConunonwealthCommonwealth _ " _ "
I

A_ree_'ae_lt, the President of the United States shall issue a

J
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proclamation announcing that the Commonwealth of the Mariana

Islands shall be established 180 days after the date of

proclamation° Under the terms of the UnJ_ted States draft (p.5)

the President is given complete discretion to determine

the date upon which the Commonwealth shall come into exist-

ence.
6

Section 1204:

Se_.txon 1204 of the present draft proqldes that

during the ].'30days between the proclamation of the Presi-

dent issued pursuant to Section 1203 and the establishment of

& Commonwealtk of the Marian& Islands, the Con_monwealth

Government shall be organized as provided in the Constitution

. .

of {he Com_:0nweal£h. The purpose of tnxs _ectfon, not found

_n the U.S. draft, is to make clear that on the date that

_O the Con_nonwealth comes into existence there will be an

organized Commonwealth government prepared to exercise the

powers of local self-government in accordance• with the Common-

wealth Agreement and the Commonwealth Constitution.

Section 1205:

Section 1205 of the present draft provides that

beginning on the date of the establishment of the Co_mon-

wealth, the relations between the United States and the

people of the Commonwealth shall be governed by the Common-

wealth Agreement and "all provisions of the Agreement shall

be effective with the exception of those dealing with United

States cit_zensb-_p and sovereignty, wh_ckshall become fully

effect_ve upon termlnat_on of the Trusteeship Agreement.
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( Thise provisions are found in other s'ectlons of the Trus.tee-

ship Agreement. The PurPose of including them under the

transition section ks to make absolutely clear that from

the date of the establishment of the Commonwealth most

provis±ons of the Agreement become effective and the rela-

: tions between the people of the Marianas and the United '

States shall be governed by the Con_onwealth Agreement.

Section 1206:

Section 1206 _I provides that the United States

shall m_ke all good faith efforts to t.erm_nate the Trustee-"

•'.," • sh±p Agr_ement.at. the earliest pos.sible d_t'e, in.its entirety .5.-..

or insofar as it affects the C¢r_monwealth of the Mariana

Islands. K'o similar provision is found in the U.S. draft.

The purpose of this subsection is to articulate the

commitment of the United States on amatter which is of

obvious importance to the people of the Marianas, since

until termination they cannot become United States citizens.

It has been the U.S. position that.the Trusteeship could only

be terminated in its entirety. Nonetheless, since the date of

termination for the rest of the Trust Territory could be a number

of years away, it seems desirable that the Marianas should push for

!
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earliem, J_ndlv_dual term±nation if tb_t is practical in

terms of United Nations policies.

Section 120.6 fD)_ provides that at such time as the

President of the United States determines that the Trustee-

ship Agree.ment, in its entirety or insofar as it affects the

Conunonwea.'.th, has been terminated, he shall immediately issue

a proclamation to that effect and at that time all provisions

of the Agreement not made effective by Sect±on 1205 (b) shall

become effective. This provision, providing for a Presiden-

tial proc[_amati[on of termination, is not found in the U.S.

draft. S'.nce in the U.S. draft the proclamation announcing

the date upon which the Commonwealth shall be established

is issued afte_ termination, a separate pi-oclamation of

termination would be superfluous.

Section 1206(c) provides that the determination

of the President that the Trusteeship Agreement has been

terminated is not subject to review by any authority of the

Commonwea[Ith or of the United States, including the courts

of either.. This provision is similar to Section 801(b) of

Article VII_ of the U.S. draft.

Section 1206 (d) provides that if the President

of the Un:hted States determines that a further plebiscite

on future status is necessary in_ediately prior to termina-

tion of the Trusteeship Agreement, such a plebiscite shall

be held to provide the people of the Commonwealth of the Mariana

w_u_ &FL OFIJu.uLu_u x tO x_xxx_Itt u_--_ CO1_ut-_ium_nttO
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the Commonwealth Agreement. The purpose of this provision

_s to make clear that if the Uni'ted Nations refuses to •

recognize the act of self-determination performed in

approving the Commonwealth Agreement and if the President

determines •that a further vote must be taken in order to

2
obtain approval for termination of the Trusteeshi p Agreement

by the United Nations such a vote may be taken consistent

with the Commonwealth Agi_eemento The U.S. draft contains

no similar ]grovislon but that is probably because the U.S.

draft does not provide for Commonwealth status prior to

term.tnat_on. Since Section 1206Cld) of the present draft

gives the P:ces£dent the _iscretion to decide whether another

vote is taken, we do not see why the United States should object _.o

including this provision.

J

n

j
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Section 3.?.07".

Section 1207 provides that the United States may

administratively separate the Mariana rslands District from

the remainde]._ of the Trust Territory to the extent and in the

manner requested by the Mariana Islands District Legislature. _ _

It provides further that in no event shall such separation occur

later than u[)on the date the Common_ealth is established.

This provision contrasts with Article VIII, Section 801(a) of

the. U.S. draft which gives the President total discretion in

deciding whether to establish a separate administration before

the estab!is_nent of the Commonwealth.

Section ].207 is drafted to provide that the United

States "may" establish a separate administration at the request

of the District Legislature. Thus, it does not encroach on the

U.S. power and therefore should be acceptable to the U.S. dele-

gation. The hope is that this provision will allow the District

Legislature an input into when and how the separate administration

will come about.

J

Section 120:3:

Section 1208 provides that for the purpose of Con-

transltlonal studies, programs, and events relatingducting ' "

to the establishment of the Conumonwealth of the Mariana Islands,

a Joint Commission on Transition shall be established composed
i

\
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of eight members. This provision is not found in the U.S. draft, '

but is in accord with the agreement reached by the Ad Hoc Preparatory

Committoo on TranrJition in the Marianas, as modified by the Commi_..llon.

,_._ct.,_.(n, 120U i:, ",,',

United States that it has agreed to set up and provide funds

for the Joint Commission on Transition. It is basically in

accord with Title IX and Section 604 of Article IV of the U.S.

draft, except that the U.S. did not specify the amount to be

provided. Section 1208 provides that the U.S. will furnish the

Joint Committee with no less than $I,210:,,0.0@... That figure is

based upon the estimate of the financial needs Of the Joint

Committee made by the Ad Hoc Preparatory Co.ntmittee on

Txansition. Recognizing that this estim&te may be low, Section

1208 specifies that the United States will make available

additional money if necessary.
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Discussion of Title XIII -- Miscellaneous

Sections 1301 and 1302 are standard technical

provisions. Section 1301 provides that the invalidity of

any provision of the Commonwealth Agreement shall not

affect the validity of the remaining portions.' Section 1302

provides that the table of contents or heading of titles

are not part of the Commonwealth Agreement and shall not

be deemed to affect the meaning or construction of any of

its provisions.

%
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